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How hot was it?
August temperatures above 90 for
29 days; rainfall barely measurable
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
We don't need statistics to tell us August was one
of the hottest, driest months on record, but the official figures are nevertheless revealing.
The temperature in August hit 90 or higher on 29
of the month's days, according to John Ed Scott,
local observer fnr the National Weather Service. It
was 95 or above on 26 days, and 100 or above on 10
days,Scott said.
The highest temperature of the month: 105
degrees on Aug. 23. That beat the 104 recorded in
July for the year's high temperature reading. The
record for Murray is 110, recorded in July of 1930
and 1952.
During the scorcher year of 1930, generally
acknowledged as the worst on record, in August
there were 26 days of 90 or above and eight in a row
at 100 or higher.

Since June 19, Murray has had 62 days of 90
degrees or above (out of 73 total days), 47 of 95 or
over,and 15 of 100 or over.
Rainfall was barely measurable in August, as a
total of .56 inches came down. That was even less
than July, when 1.6 inches were measured. The
record low for August was .082 inches in 1948. In
August, 1930,.32 inches were measured.
The weather continues to be a plague for
Calloway County farmers. The corn crop has long
been a lost cause, and the soybean and tobacco
crops are suffering. Nationwide, corn production is
expected to drop by 40 percent and soybeans by 20
percent, according to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
The National Weather Service forecast for the
next couple of days holds some hope for improvement; it gives a 50 percent chance of thundershowers for late Tuesday.

Hubbard calls for travel ban
between U.S., Soviet Union
DALLAS (API — Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, D-Ky., advocates a ban'
on airplane travel between the
U.S. and the Soviet Union in
response to the Soviet downing of
a South Korean jumbo jet with 269
people aboard.
"Hopefully, other countries in
the West — France, Britain, Germany, to name just a few
will
join us," said Hubbard.
The Democratic congressman
made the comments Saturday
after stopping at Dallas-Fort
Worth Regional Airport en route
to Kentucky from Seoul, South
Korea.
Hubbard said he originally was
scheduled to take the doomed
Korean Air Lines Flight 007 to
Seoul, where he marked the 30th
anniversary of the defense agreement between the United States
and South Korea.
Also on the trip were Sens. Jesse
Helms of North Carolina, Steve
Synuns of Idaho and Ed Zorinsky
of Nebraska.
Rep. Larry McDonald, a
Georgia Democrat, was on the
plane that disappeared Thursday.
"My name was listed among
those to take that flight," Hubbard
said. "But later I was invited by

the president of Murray State
University in my district to come
there and speak. I went there and
therefore was on a different
flight."
Hubbard said he took a later
KAL flight "that was only 10
minutes behind the Korean Air
Lines No. 7, which was shot down
... so I must say I do thank God
and realize that I'm lucky that I
had a speaking engagement in my
district which caused me to have a
different plane.
"Early Wednesday morning,
about 3 a.m. Anchorage time, we
were talking with numerous people who were on that doomed
Flight 7. Sen. Helms and Sen.
Symms and I were talking to a
four-person family from
Rochester in the lounge who were
(on Flight 7). It's so sad to think
about the people we saw that night
in the airport who were killed."
Hubbard said he could think of
no reason for shooting down the
KAL jet.
"I assume they (the Soviets)
want to prove a point here for
some reason," he said. "It is inexplicable. This is a crime against
humanity. It's difficult to understand how people have so little

Reagan address tonight
on Korean jet incident
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan will unveil in a nationally broadcast speech tonight
a series of steps, including restriction on aviation, against the Soviet
Union in response to what he says
was the "barbaric, uncivilized,
cold-blooded" Soviet attack on a
Korean passenger jet.
While speech writers were at
work Sunday on Reagan's 15minute address to be delivered at
8 p.m. EDT, word filtered down
from the administration that a
U.S. reconnaissance aircraft had
been operating in the area in
which the Soviets first began
tracking the Korean airplane.
An administration source who
spoke on only condition that he not

be named said the presence of the
plane, an RC-135 considerably
smaller than the Korean jumbo
jet, raised the possibility that the
Soviets thought they were tracking the U.S. aircraft when they actually were pursuing the
passenger jet.
However, at the time of the attack, the U.S. spy plane was.1,000
miles away, the source said. The
airplane was on a routine mission
checking for violations of the U.S.Soviet treaty governing strategic
nuclear weapons,the source said.
U.S. officials said that while the
planes may have crossed paths,
the Soviets had approximately
two hours to realize they were on
the trail of a Korean airliner.

Sheriff claims reports of
cattle rustling inaccurate
Sheriff David Balentine has
stated he does'not believe recent
charges that there has been cattle
rustling in Calloway County.
Charges were expressed by
representatives of the 3-J Cow
Catching • Co., llopkinsville, last
week which was hired to round up
approxitiiately 75 head of cattle
freed following a truck accident
Aug. 26 on Kentucky 94 east of
Murray-

Balentine said he is not "badmouthing" the cow catching company but did not .feel the cattle
rustling reports, or claims that 3-J
employees were shot at, were accurate.
3-J had reported persons carrying high-powered rifles and knives
were killing the cattle and hauling
them away with four-wheel drive
vehicles or three-wheelers.

regard for life."
He noted that there was speculation that the plane was shot down
because the Soviets wanted to
eliminate McDonald, chairman of
the ultraconservative John Birch
Society and a strong critic of the
Soviet Union.
"That was the immediate reaction of Steve Symms, the reaction
of Congressman McDonald's wife,
his staff and others," he said. "I
don't know what the motive was.
It seems incomprehensible that
any individual alive today would
try to kill one person by taking 268
more with him."
Hubbard said the Soviet Union
made a serious error in judgment
"because some countries in the
world that might have believed
the Soviet Union were a rational
type of people interested in peace
surely know this is an act of the
worst criminal nature possible."
Hubbard said the mood was one
of great bitterness when he left
South Korea.
"The people of Seoul are very
bitter about this incident," he
said. "There were several rallies
at universities and downtown,
with thousands of people chanting
anti-Soviet comments. They
(Koreans) are very anxious that
the U.S. and other countries join in
to show Russia how mad the free
world is about this criminal act."

hot, humid
Today will be partly cloudy
hot and humid. Highs in the low
90s. Only an isolated late day
thundershower possible. South
winds at 10 to 20 miles per hour.
Tonight will be partly cloudy
and muggy. Lows in the low
70s. South winds at 5 to 10 miles
per hour. Tuesday will be mostly cloudy with a 50 percent
chance for thunderstorms late
in the day. Highs near 90. South
winds at 10 to 20 miles per hour.
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VICTORY SALUTE — Murray State defensive tackle Danny Coleman shows his excitement about winning
the season opener, 25-11. Beneath him a Southeast Missouri Indian crawls for safety from the 6-3, 250-pound
junior from Henderson, Tenn. The Racers have a two-week layoff before traveling to Greenville, N.C.,to play
East Carolina, Sept. 17. For more photos and game story about the MSU victory at Cape Girardeau and an
Ohio Valley Conference wrapup,turn to Pages 8-9 of today's sports section.
'
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray participating in Kentucky
Neighborhood Statistics Program
Civic leaders and planners in
seven Kentucky communities, including Murray, soon will receive
packages postmarked
Washington. D.C., that should
make their lives simpler and their
decisions easier in the months
ahead.
The packages, from the Commerce Department's Census
Bureau, will be full of information
about the people and housing units
in their neighborhoods.
What makes these numbers different from those already
available from the 1980 Census of
Population and Housing is that
they are tailored to each
neighborhood. In the past, these
figures were presented using
"census tract" boundaries which

residents then had to divide or
combine to form their local
neighborhoods.
"The bureau's Neighborhood
Statistics Program is one of the
major 1980 census innovations,"
said Census Bureau Director
Bruce Chapman. "It's an example
of the federal government responding to the needs of civic leaders
and local governments. It is voluntary, nationwide program that involves more than 1,350 communities and their 27,000
neighborhoods.
"These neighborhood data can
be used to help plan the location of
facilities such as schools, child
care and senior citizen centers,
and businesses, and for longrange community planning."

Each community invested staff
time, paid a modest charge for
census maps, and provided the
bureau with geographic information needed to produce
neighborhood data.
The bureau is producing not only detailed statistical tables but
also a narrative profile for each of
the $27,000 neighborhoods.
Using the tables and profiles,
residents in Kentucky communities taking part in the program can find out such facts about
their neighborhoods as:
• Racial and ethnic makeup.
• Median household and per
captia income for 1979
• Average age of housing
units.
( Continued on Page 2

Perfect landing in darkness ends
six flawless days in orbit for shuttle
By ROBERT LOCKE
Associated Press Writer
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (AP) — Challenger and its
crew dropped eerily out of the
darkness and settled safely on a
brilliantly lit desert runway early
today ending six flawless days in
orbitWitil The first night landing in
the U.S. astronaut program.
Like an ancient ghost ship
emerging from a fog bank,the 100ton space plane appeared suddenly out of a star-filled sky just 80 to
90 feet above the runway,the blaz-

ing ground lights gleaming off the
fuselage.
The crew, commanded by
Richard Truly, included
America's first black astronaut,
Guion Bluford; the oldest person
ever to fly in space, Dr. William
Thornton. 54; pilot Dan Brandenstein, and mission specialist Dale
Gardner,
Truly set Challenger down at
12 AO a.m. PDT in'the center of a
dazzling array of lights that turned the landing strip into artificial
day. That was 53 minutes after the

ship's braking rockets were triggered 137 miles above the Indian
Ocean to start the astronauts on a
fiery homeward dive.
Landing was smooth and right
on the center line: Frosting on the
cake for- a mission that
demonstrated the maturity of
America's space transportation
system. A flight director termed
the flight "the best so far" in the
shuttle program.
"Welcome back, great show,"
Mission Control radioed the
(Continued on Page 2)
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Study links worker pay to performance

MHS,CCHS bands to perform
The Murray Tiger Band and the
Calloway County High School
Band will participate in the second annual Trigg County Invitational Marching Contest on Saturday in Cadiz.
The contest is being operated by
the Trigg County Band Parents
Organization and is being supported by the school and the community.
Eight bands from Western Kentucky will be participating in
three classes according to the
band size. Trophies will be
presented in each class for first.

second and third place bands, best
color guard, best percussion and
best field commander. A
sweepstakes trophy will be awarded to the band receiving the
highest total points regardless of
class. Murray High School won
the Sweepstakes Trophy last year.
Other bands competing in this
year's contest include Ballard
Memorial, Heath, Mayfield,
McLean, Hopkinsville and Lyon
County. The Trigg County Wildcat
Band will also perform, but will
notsompete.
The contest will begin at 6:30

By MERRILL HARTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
America's employers could get a
fuller commitment from their
workers if they linked pay and
other rewards directly to performance, a private foundation
has concluded.
The Public Research Foundation of New York, publishing the
results of a three-year study of
people's attitudes toward their
jobs, found that less than one out
of every four workers are giving
their maximum effort.
The report, entitled "Putting
the Work Ethic to Work: A Public
Agenda Report on Restoring
America's Competitive Vitality,"
was released Sunday. The foundation is a private non-profit
research organization.
The study laments what it calls
a "commitment gap" on the part
of many workers, particularly
those in the new technology, white
collar and service oriented industries where workers, unlike
those on assembly lines or in factories, have greater discretion in
determining how hard they work.
The report focused on so-called
"discretionary work" — or the
amount of labor a worker puts in
beyond the minimum amount
necessary to avoid getting into
trouble with the boss, being
penalized or getting fired.
"The trend towards greater
discretion on the job is outrunning
present managerial practices," it
said. "Our hypothesis is that incentive and managerial systems

p.m. at the Perdue Field, the
Trigg County High School
stadium. Admission will be $3 for
adults, $2 for students and
preschoolers will be admitted
free. Tickets will be available at
the gate.
An added attraction this year
will be a $100 cash bonus to be
awarded to the visiting band with
the largest number of supporters
purchasing a ticket at the gate. All
spectators will be eligible for a $50
cash drawing to be given to an indNidual attending the contest.

Education task force established
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce has announced the formation of the Kentucky for Excellence in Education Task Force.
The statewide Task Force will
be broad-based. Its membership
will include teachers, legislators,
administrators, school board
members, labor leaders and
memebers of the state's business
community.
Phillip Thompson, president of
the Kentucky Chamber, made the
announcement today at a meeting
of the Interim Education Committee in Frankfort.
''The Board of Directors of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
is very much interested in helping
to improve Kentucky's elementary and secondary education,"

said Thompson. "They recently
decided to help lead the drive by
creating the Task Force."
It was also announced that Jim
Ratcliffe, a partner with Coopers
and Lybrand in Louisville and
vice chairman of the State Board
of Education, has agreed to serve
as chairman of the Task Force.
The Task Force, which will be
funded by the state's private sector, will be independent of the
Kentucky Chamber. The focus of
its proposals and recommendations is expected to include: quality of teaching; academic performance; curriculum standards;
governmental structure; and
public-private partnerships.
Thompson made the announcement of the Task Force following

a presentation by Leonard Marshall, former vice chairman of the
State Board and now secretary of
the Department of Public Protection and Regulation.
Thompson was careful to point
out that the Task Force has a
specific mission.
"I want to emphasize that this
will not be merely another study
— the recommendations of the
Task Force will be a direct call for
action," he said. Once the recommendations of the Task Force are
made, efforts will be organized to
insure full consideration by the
appropriate body for their action.
The complete list of Task Force
members, as well as meeting
plans, will be announced.

are out of sync with changing
values and attitudes.
"As a result, the actions of
managers blunt rather than
stimulate and reinforce the work
ethic," the report said, noting that
"in a low-discretion workplace
(such as a factory), such actions
may not have been overly harmful, but in a high-discretion
workplace, they can be fatal to effort and quality."
The foundation's conclusions

Kaplow to be in Paducah
Herbert Kaplow, the noted ABC
news correspondent, will open the
Lillian Lowry FOCUS Performing
Arts Series for 1983-84 with a lecture on Monday, Sept. 12, at 8
p.m.in the Fine Arts Center on the
Paducah Community College
campus.
Kaplow has had a long and
varied career in broadcast journalism. He has specialized in
political reporting, beginning with
the 1956 presidential campaigns.
He covered all of Richard M. Nixon's political campaigns and
traveled throughout the world
with him while Nixon was vice
president and president. The U.S.
space program is another area in
which Kaplow has contributed
major reports. He was the first
reporter to enter Cuba after the
Bay of Pigs invasion and has
covered other major international
events.
Kaplow holds a bachelor's
degree in history from Queen's
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College and a master's from the
Medill School of Journalism at
Northwestern University. He
spent 21 years with NBC News'
before joining ABC in 1972. He is a
native of New York City and currently lives in Falls Church, Va.,
with his wife and three sons.
Tickets for the lecture will be
available at the door or may be
purchased in advance from the
Nursing Department at PCC.
Prices are $3.50 for season ticket
holders or $5 for others. For more
information, phone 442-6131, extension 141.

Shuttle...
(Continued from Page 1)
astronauts as they rolled down the
runway, kicking up a rooster tail
of dust, transformed into a silvery
veil by the xenon lights.
"Sure was fun; let's go do it
again," Truly remarked.
Thirty-five minutes after
touchdown, the space travelers,
smiling and in good spirits,
emerged from the craft and made
a walka round inspection, pleased
that it looked to be in good shape.
They then drove by van for a
physical examination and a
shower.
"This was just a fabulous mission, the cleanest mission yet...just superb," said Lt. Gen. James
A. Abrahamson, director of the
shuttle program.
The after-dark landing came as
shuttle was on its 98th orbit, six
days after being launched for the
first time at night in a breathtaking departure from Cape
Canaveral in Florida.
Touchdown was on concrete
runway 22, which has a long overrun into the hard desert sand. Six
mighty spotlights, each throwing
800 million candlepower — equal
to 650,000 floodlights — illuminated the area.
NASA barred the public from
the landing site, for reasons of
security and also because it knew
there would be nothing to see until
the ship was near the ground.
The astronauts were awakened
at 8:03 p.m. EDT Sunday to make
ready for re-entry. Wakeup music
was a rousing John Philip Sousa
march, "Semper Fidelis," played
by the Marine Corps Band.
"You've got everybody marching around up here," Truly
remarked.
During six days in orbit, the
astronauts:
—Deployed a communicationsweather satellite for India, the
fifth commercial payload released for a paying customer.
—Ran hours of successful communications checks through a
Tracking and Data Relay Sateljite
which is vital to future shuttle
flights. TDRS is essential for the
next mission, scheduled Oct, 28
when Challenger is to carry up the
European Spacelab, a research
facility.
—Lifted a heavy mass for the
first time with the shuttle's 50-foot
robot arm, demonstrating it is
ready for Flight 13 next April
when a 10-ton satellite will be
released and the crew also will try
to retrieve and repair another
satellite that failed in orbit three
years ago.
—Successfully separated live
pancreas cells for the first time in
space weightlessness in a pharmaceutical processing test that
could be a major step toward conquering diabetes.
Flight director Jay Greene
termed the flight "the best so far"
in the shuttle program. "It's a
good vehicle. We're getting better
and the machine's getting better.
It's definitely operational."

Statistics...
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and recommendations were based
on interviews with some 850 randomly selected American
workers.
Yankelovich, president and cofounder of the Public Agenda
Foundation along with former
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance, said,"Most jobholders are
just not convinced that their
employers truly believe in high
quality or optimum performance."

(Continued from Page 1)
occupational
General
•
characteristics of residents.
• Types of fuel used for heating
and cooking.
• The number of high school
and college graduates.
• Age breakdown of the
population.
• How residents commute to
work.
Other communities in Kentucky
participating in the Neighborhood
Statistics Program are:
Ashland, Bowling Green,
Elizabethtown, Jefferson County,
Louisville, and Oitiensboro and
vicinity
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Your trillion plus

Milierray Ledger & Times

capitol conversation

All levels of government in the United States will
spend an estimated $1.3 trillion during the current
fiscal year, report Tax Foundation economists.
Government by 1982 was spending more than
more than 35.5 percent of the gross national product. Federal spending grew from 20.6 percent of
GNP in 1970 to 25 percent in 1982, the latest year
reported.
All levels of government are spending $103 billion
- 8.6 percent more-than they spent in fiscal 1982.
The 1983 total works out to $5,587 per U.S. resident
and $15,345 per household.
Federal government will spend nearly two-thirds
- $864.8 billion - of the total. State and local
governments will spend the rest, an estimated
$435.5 billion -from their own resources.
One need not be an economic wizard to realize
that since 1950 government spending has been outpacing growth of the civilian economy. It rose from
21.3 percent of GNP in 1950 to 35.5 percent in calendar year 1982.
The rate of spending has tended to accelerate.
Between 1950 and 1970 spending climbed at an
average annual rate of 8 percent. During the 1970s it
surged to 11.2 percent. During the first three years
of the 1980s increases have dropped back slightly to
average 10.7 percent a year.
In the last seven years, total government spending has doubled. It was $625.1 billion in 1976. It is
estimated at $1,300.3 billion - or $1.3 trillion - for
1983.
Opponents Of unlimited growth of governments
and pessimistic at this review - optimistic because
the growth rate of the 1980s has fallen back slightly
and pessimistic because the overall trend is still one
of phenomenal growth as the seven-year doubling
figure emphasizes with a vengeance.
If total government spending were to continue to
rise at that rate, most of us should be reduced to the
status of serfs before many more years.

by sy ramsey

Consumerism rebounds on utility issues
An AP News Analysis
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Consumerism has blossomed again in the
wake of new concern about what
Kentuckians will be paying for
telephone service and other utilities.
New organizations differ
somewhat in their approaches to
seek equity for the customer, but the
theme seems the same: people must
be protected from steep rates that in
many instances might endanger
their ability to pay the bills.
The past two weeks have furnished
several instances of the revived
awareness.
First came a "consumer-oriented"
utility platform announced by Lt.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins, the
Democratic nominee for governor. It
called for penalizing utilities that do
not provide quality service, a concept
now forbidden under the law.
State Sen. Jim Bunning of Fort
Thomas, the Republican nominee for
governor, followed a few days later
with his own consumer-oriented
policy. His included a moratorium on
winter cutoffs of service to certifiably needy customers, something
missing from Mrs. Collins' platform.
On the same day,the Citizens Utility Board of Kentucky Inc. announced

it had been formed to give consumers
"a countervailing force" against rate
increases. The organization will use
members' donations to hire experts
to represent customers in rate utility
cases.
And then a coalition of more than
20 groups, calling itself Project Independence, submitted a proposed
legislative package for consideration
in the 1984 General Assembly. One
provision would ban winter cutoffs
for poor households. Another would
link rate requests to inflation and a
third would force utilities to buy the
lowest priced natural gas possible at
the wholesale level.
Actually, although consumerism
was regarded as on the ebb in Kentucky a few years ago, the tide was
still flowing gently and a growing
roar could be heard as recently as a
year ago when natural gas prices
began increasing sharply.
"Through last winter, we detected
quite a bit of consumer interest,
specifically because of natural gas
prices," said Ed Shelby, a
spokesman for the state Public Service Commission.
But now, he said, the emphasis has
shifted to telephone issues.
Because of various decisions at the

federal level, he said, -consumers
throughout the nation are facing
doubling or tripling or local phone
rates. This threat to the future of
universal service naturally causes
consumer concern."
Mrs. Collins and Bunning appear
merely to have climbed on a noisy
bandwagon, but since either will
become governor in December, what
each pledges is significant, probably
more so than the proposals of a whole
cluster of consumer organizations.
Mrs. Collins, along with two fellow
nominees - Steven Beshear for
lieutenant governor and Dave Armstrong for attorney general - would
support legislation to allow the PSC
to audit utilities, when deemed
necessary, to see that they are not inflating consumer costs by poor
management.
They also want to increase funding
for the attorney general's office,
which intervenes on behalf of the consumer in rate cases. And they seek
some formula under which
customers pay the least amount
possible for construction work planned by utilities.
Bunning proposed adding two
members to the PSC, but Mrs. Collins
called for leaving the three-member

looking back
Ten years ago
The new addition to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is expected to be in use by the middle of
October discounting any forseen problems, according to Stuart Poston,administrator.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, noted historian and
biographer who pioneered in oral history techniques, will assist Murray State University in
development of a new oral history program on
"Modern Kentucky Politics" on Sept. 7.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Franklin Rodgers on Aug.30.
Mrs. Bobby Grogan and Mrs. Thyra Crawford of
the Murray Senior Citizens Program spoke at
meeting of Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Women.
The Twin Lakers Good Sam Club will meet at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Graham on Sept. 6.
Twenty years ago
An official count of student enrollment cards at
the close of school on Sept. 3 revealed a record
number of 1,510 students registered in the Murray
City Schools, according to Fred Schultz, superintendent of City Schools.
The tax books will be opened on Sept. 9 at the •
Calloway County Sheriff's Office, according to
Sheriff Woodrow Rickman. Tax bills will be mailed
out this week.
The Murray Board of Education has filed a
resolution with the Calloway County Judge requesting a special election to be called by the Fiscal
Court for the purpose of permitting qualified voters
of Murray School District to pass on a special tax
for expansion of city school system.
A special coronation service for Girls Auxiliary of
Elm Grove Baptist Church was held. GA's receiving presentations were Kathy Crider and Betty
Holland, ladies-in-waiting, and Cindy Mather, Rita
Channey and Glenda Kelly, maidens.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 49 cents per
pound at Liberty Super Market.
Thirty years ago
The Rev. Orval Austin, pastor of College
Presbyterian Church, received the first national
award for his local radio program,"Parson Plum,"
at the eighth annual Religious Broadcasting.
Workshop at Butler University School of Relgion,
Indinapaolis,Ind., in August.
Don Tucker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram L.
Tucker, is attending the 27th national convention of
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity at Des Moines,Iowa,
Sept. 1 to 5. He is representing A.O. Chapter at New
Mexico A Si M.
Cong. Harold H. Velde is a guest of Larry Kerley,
local businessman. Velde is chairman of Committee on Unamerican Activities.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Clifton Cowan.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Johnson are residing in Lampass, Texas, where he is stationed as an M.P. at
Killeen, Texas. They have been the guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Festus L Story and Freeman
and Thelma Johnson.
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structure alone.
Bunning would limit rate increase
requests to once a year. The
Republican candidate also pledged to
establish a statewide utility planning
commission that would advise the
governor on how to get more efficiency out of delivering service.
He then proposed a one-year
moratorium on new construction by
utilities, pending the planning commission's first report to the governor.
So far, what both candidates say
can be viewed as just promies. But
the combination of a PSC that
already is something of a watchdog
and a growing movement to examine
utilities much more closely offers
some hope for relief over the longrange for those who worry about gas,
electric and telephone bills.
WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
4071.

letter to the editor

-LOOK ON THE BIZ1GHT SIDE, FENSTER :THERE WON'T BE ANOTHER THREE DAY WEEKEND FOR TWO MONTHS"

business mirror

by john cunniff

The plans ofentrepreneurs
NEW YORK (AP) - When you
read the business plans of would-be
entrepreneurs you may be amazed
by the vastness of their dreams,
perhaps offended by their audacity
and maybe even suspicious of their
mental balance.
But read those same plans years
later, when almost obsessive persistence and tenacity have paid off in
success, and you marvel at the
brilliance of concept, the
thoroughness of presentation, and
the genius of the originator.
Deep in the red in 1972 and seeking
to raise $20 million, Frederick W.
Smith proposed to "inaugurate a unique type of air cargo service," one
that would provide "reliable overnight delivery of small packages."
Movement of air cargo at the time
was almost exclusively a function of
the big-name passenger airlines.
Claiming they were slow and
unreliable, Smith proposed to take
the business away from them with
small jets. He did.
Federal Express Corp. is now a

billion dollar-a-year company with
about 10,000 employees and several
competitors in a new industry.
To the Center for Entrepreneurial
Management,original business plans
such as Smith's are of almost incalculable value in the study of
American industry, and it has begun
collecting and archiving them for
researchers.
"These documents might never be
available again and that would be a
shame," says center president
Joseph Mancuso, who believes we
are in a period of great industrial
creativity.
"Maybe it won't be the same in the
year 2000 and we'll want to look back
to find some of the reasons why," he
muses. For one thing, he says,
original plans provide insight into the
entrepreneurial personality found
nowhere else.
Mancuso, himself an entrepreneur
- and Harvard MBA, consultant,
former professor, lecturer, and
author of 15 books on business hopes to gather 700 such documents,

which will be available for study but
not for reproduction.
He founded the entrepreneurial
center in Worcester, Mass., five
years ago and moved it here as it
gained members - 2,500 in the
United States and abroad - and
enlarged its activities to include
seminars, newsletters and publications.
"Everyone else had membership
organizations but nobody seemed to
represent the independent person,"
he recalls.
At the time, his consulting activities took him into close contact
with the high-tech entrepreneurs on
Route 128, just outside Boston. As he
assessed their needs he concluded
they could benefit from personal interaction.
Out of that need came not only the
center but something of a motto,
"It's OK to be an individual, but no
reason to be alone." Mancuso reasoned that entrepreneurs, often
misunderstood individualists, need
each other's support.

To the Editor:
In Friday's paper I was quoted as
saying that property owners could
not, under Kentucky law, put out
poison for animals even if they were
on their property. This is true. But I
do not want to give the impression
that property owners have to put up
with animals which invade their
premises or that the Humane Society
believes that animal rights have
precedence over human rights.
The point I would like to emphasize
is that one does not have to resort to
such cruel and illegal measures as
shooting or poisoning animals in such
instances. First, talk to the owner of
the animal and ask him to keep his
animals under control. If you don't
know who the owner is or he won't
cooperate, then call the County
Animal Warden (through the Murray
Police Department - he picks
animals up in both the city and county) and ask him to impound the
animal. Or call the Humane Society
- we fully support leash laws and
animal control! Do not inflict cruel
punishment on the animal and risk
imprisonment and fines by violating
the law. I might add that the
repugnance with which most of the
community would view a convicted
poisoner should be incentive enough
to seek legal remedy.
Some of the victims of the
Westwood poisoner had escaped control on only one occasion, and others
in the county have been poisoned in
pens in their back yards. Some were
in areas isolated enough so that even
chronic barking could not have
motivated the poisoner. It seems
clear that some of the persons who
put out poison are sick individuals
and one wonders how long it may be
before a child falls victim to them.
Please help us put them behind bars.
I urge pet owners to be considerate
and responsible neighbors. And I urged those who are annoyed with
animals which are not kept under
control to use the legal remedies
available to them.
Sincerely.
Keith Heim,Chairman
Legal/Cruelty Committee
Humane Society
of Calloway County

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered inFthese columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Under Medicare
Hospitalization Insurance, what exactly is a benefit period and how does
It effect your Medicare coverage?
S.C.
ANSWER: Medicare Part "A"
(hospitalization insurance) benefits
are limited by benefit periods; for in-
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stance, you are covered for only 90
days in the hospital in a single benefit
period. Because of this limitation,
you may run out of Medicare hospital
coverage within 150 days of turning
65 if you immediately have a 150-day
hospital stay and are never able to
qualify for a new benefit period. It is
obviously very important to know
whata benefit period is.
Benefit periods are also called
"spell of illness.';.The benefit period
begins the first day you enter the
hoipital(day one) and continues until you have been out of the hospital
or skilled nursing facility fpr 60 consecutive days (days in a row). (The
day of discharge is not counted as a
day in the hospital.) It has nothing to

do with the calendar but only with the
number of days involved. There is no
limit on the number of benefit
periods you can have in a year or in a
lifetime.
1) You must pay the hospital
deductible only once during a benefit
period. NO matter how many times
you may be admitted to the hospital
- even if the admissions are for different kinds of illnesses- you do not
have to pay it twice in one benefit
period.
, 2) Any hospitalization or stay in a
skilled nursing facility counts, Even
if your stay was not eligible for
Medicare coverage, you cannot begin
a new benefit period until you have
been out of the hospital or skilled nur-

sing facility for 60 consecutive days.
3) If you are hospitalized, then go
into an SNF (skilled nursing facility), then go back into the hospital,
you cannot begin a new benefit
period unless there were 60 consecutive days when you were out of
the SNF before going into the
hospital a second time.
4) If you did not receive nursinghome coverage because you did not
fulfill the prior-hospitalization requirement, your nursing-home stay,
(if in an SNF) would still constitute a
spell of illness; beginning With the
day you were admitted. The fact that
you paid all the costs of the nursing
home wouldn't make any difference.
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Toastmasters will meet

•

An organizational meeting of the Murray
Toastmasters Club will be Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 6:59
p.m. at Western Sizzlin Restaurant. In order to
become a club, Toastmasters International requires 20 charter members before allowing a club to
form. The meeting will last approximately 1k2
hours with dinner first, followed by the evening's
program.
Toastmasters International is a non-profit, coeducational organization dedicated to helping people become more self-confident by learning and
practicing the basics of public speaking and to practice them in the friendly club atmosphere. The
public is invited to attend at no obligation and for
more informtion call Art Litchfield at 759-9926.

Scuba courses planned
An open water scuba diving basic certification
course will be offered at Murray State University
on Tuesday evenings and Saturday mornings for
four weeks starting Sept. 6. Students may register
at the first class meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Room
S-102 of the Applied Science Building. Subsequent
class and pool meetings are scheduled from 6 to 9
p.m. on Tuesdays and from 8 a.m. to noon on Saturdays.
Students must pass a check-out open water test at
the conclusion of the course. Those who complete
the course will earn national certification by the

********
*******************
*
*
TRIANGLE INN
*
*
RESTAURANT
*
*
is back bigger and
*
*
better than ever!
*
*
Owned and operated by
*
*
Tressia and Earl Tabers

1

•

and starring an entire
new cast
serving:

DATEBOOK
Professional Association of Diving Instructors.
Students must provide their own fins, masks ad
snorkels and all other equipment and materials will
be included in the course cost. For information call
Ross Meloan, 762-6835, or Bob Jones, 7624897, at the
univesity.

Bible studies scheduled
A series of nondenominatioqal Bible studies will
be conducted each Tuesday evening at Murray
State University during the 1983-84 school year,
beginning Sept. 6. Bob LaMore will lead the discussions which are open to the public from 7 to 8:30
p.m. each Tuesday in the Cumberland Room of the
Curris University Center.

Full participation will be limited to the first 20
families to inquire and later applicants will be placed on a waiting list. For information call between
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. either Dr. Muehleman 7622963, or Karen Smith 762-2504.

Divorced families to meet
An orientation meeting for area families who are
adjusting to divorce and who feel they may be
helped by a new program at Murray State University is scheduled Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m. in Room
403 of Wells Hall on the campus. The program, offered through the Psychological Center, is designed
to help parents and their children adjust to stress
associated with divorce, according to Dr. Thomas
Muehleman, professor of psychology and director
of the center.
Services include a self-help support group for
single parents, babysitting services at least two
evenings a week, and a special class to help parents
understand possible misbehavior by their children.

The Baptist Women of the Coldwater Baptist
Church will meet Thursday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at the
church. All women of the church are invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

Singing group will meet

Food showers planned

Front Porch Swing will resume meetings on
Thursday, Sept.
8, at 7 p.m. at the First Christian
,
Church. Larrie Clark is the director of group composed of women singiqg barbershop harmony. Persons do not have to know how to read to music to
participate in this special activity. The group meets
each week for rehearsals and performs at various
church and civic organizations each year.

Luncheon at Westside
The Golden Age Group of Westside Baptist
Church will have a potluck luncheon on Tuesday,
Sept. 6, at 11 a.m. at the church. This is for all senior
citizens of the church.

Baptist Women will meet

September food showers for the Kentucky Baptist
Homes for Children are being conducted by the
Women's Advisory Board of the KBHC at the
various Baptist churches in the state. Persons may
bring any canned foods, staple items, personal or
school supplies to various churches in the city and
county for the homes. Officials said government
regulations do not allow for any home processed or
home canned foods to be accepted. Monetary
donations are also needed at the homes.

Cynthia Veigl promoted
Cynthia A. Veigl, daughter of Floyd H. and Aleen
0. Ashley, Rt. 2, Benton, has been promoted to the
rank of airman first class in the United States Air
Force. She is an avionics systems specialist at
Shaw Air Force Base, S.C., with the 363rd Tactical
Fighter Wing.
Her husband, Air Force Senior Airman Kevin L.
Veigl, is the son of Robert J. and Shirley J. Veigl of
Rt. 13, Cullman, Ala. She is a 1981 graduate of Marshall County High Srhool, Benton.

Brewer receives medal
Airman First Class Jere C. Brewer,son of Glen B.
Brewer, 307 North Fifth St., Murray, and son of
Barbara Fisher and stepson of Donald Fisher, 1425
Brookwood Court, Seabrook, Texas, has been
decorated with the Air Force Achievement Medal
attAndersen Air Force Base,Guam.
The medal is awarded to airmen for achievement
or meritorious service and acts of courage. Brewer
is a missile systems analyst with the 43rd Munitions
Maintenance Squadron. He is a 1980 graduate of
Clear Creek High School, League City, Texas.

Tournament planned
The Murray Tennis Association will sponsor a
team tennis tournament on Saturday, Sept. 10. Entry is $5 per person and is donated to the association
to sponsor clinics and tournaments for the youth of
this area. Everyone is welcome and for information
call Cheryl Whitaker, 753-0783, or sign up at
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods.

s Nutrition menus listed

Revolution event held

Pier 1 Imports

Breakfast, plate lunches, steaks,
catfish, seafood, homemade pies.
Open Sun.-Wed.6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Thurs.6 a.m.-Midnight
Fri.-Sat.6 a.m.-2 a.m.
*
Watch next week's paper for
*
*
Grand Opening Specials.
*
753-4111
* 501 S. 12th
*
**
•

Bel Air Center
We are pleased to
announce that Lori
Armbruster, brideelect of Thomas Murdock, has made her
selections from our
Bridal Registry for
Decorative Accessories. Lori and
Thomas will be married Oct. 1, 1983

WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
(AP) — The 200th anniversary of the end of
the American Revolution
has been marked with
music, artillery firing
and prayers for peace.
The celebration Saturday was patterned after
the one that took place in
1783, when the Treaty of

Paris put a formal halt to
the war between Great
Britain and its former
colonies in America.

01)
‘.,

After the bell in the
church's tower was rung
to proclaim liberty, the
national anthems for
Great Britain, France
and the United States
were played.
The costumed actors
from Colonial
Williamsburg then moved to the Courthouse of
1770, where the proclamation issued 200
years ago by GT/. Benjamin Harrison was read.

Hundreds of Colonial
Williamsburg visitors
gathered in the summer
sunshine outside Bruton
Parish Church to observe
the treaty's birthday.
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Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Sept. 5 to 9
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Program.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at the
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent to homes each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — bar-b-que
pork, baked beans, cole
slaw, bun, margarine,
bread pudding, apple,
milk,coffee or tea.
Tuesday — sausage pizza, 3 bean salad, breaded
zuchinni, margarine,
chocolate prune cake,
prunes, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wednesday — ham and
cheese sandwich, potato
salad, cole slaw,
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Limited Edition Prints
Charles Frace's limited edition prints are among the
niost sought after in this country. We now have a
selection of the artist's work in stock. Come by soon to
see these rare prints by one of the world's greatest
painters of wildlife.
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WELLS STUDIO

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
SUMMER BUFFET
Cold Roast Pork, Relish,
Rice Primavera,
Cheesecake and Coffee
Summer Relish
We used store-bought
applesauce for this quick
and delicious side dish.
20-ounce jar (2 cups)
chunky applesauce
2 teaspoons grated
fresh ginger root
3 tablespoons loosely
packed coarsely chopped
mint leaves
1 tablespoon fresh lime
juice
In a medium bowl, stir
together applesauce,
ginger, mint leaves and
lime juice. Let stand for
about an hour before serving. Serve at room
temperature or chilled.
Makes 2 cups. (Adapted
from "Cold Cuisine" by
Helen Hecht, published
by Atheneum.)
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margarine, chocolate
chip brownie, orange,
milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday — sausage
casserole, hashbrowns,
tomato wedges, over
biscuit, margarine,
chocolate pudding,
raisins, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — pizza pattie
w/tomato sauce, french
fries, lettuce, tomato,
onions and pickles, bun,
margarine, peach cobbler, sliced peaches,
milk,coffee or tea.
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Community events scheduled
Monday,Sept.5
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Labor Day events at
Murray Country Club will
include a family potluck
at 7 p.m. with Larry and
Judy Krouse as
chairmen.
Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Mrs.
Codie Caldwell.
Parents Anonymous
Chapter will not meet
tonight.

Tuesday,Sept.6
Murray Toastmasters
will have a dinner
meeting at 6:59 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant. For information call Art Litchfield at
759-9926
Inquiry Class will start
at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Southwestern District
Dental Assistants Society
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Purchase Area District
Development Building,
Mayfield.
Murray High School
Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America
will have a watermelon
feast at Murray-Calloway
County Park.

Tuesday,Sept.6
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters will
TROOP MEETING — Girl Scout Troop 1201 of North Calloway Elementary
meet at 7 p.m. in band
•
Murray Moose Lodge
School had its first meeting of the school year on Monday,Aug.29, at the home of
room of high school.
will have a regular
AnderCharity
meeting
Anderson.
were
Pictured
at
the
Sandy
Mrs.
leader,
their
meeting at 8 p.m. with ofson, Mary Hartley, Christy Buchanan, Annette Calhoon, Christy Cummings,
Baptist Young Women ficers to meet at 7 p.m.
Melanie Williams, Kerrie Gotez,Stefanie Borders and Crystal Stallons.
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will meet at 7:30
Murray TOPS (take off
p.m. at the home of Janet pounds sensibly) Club
Paschall.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health
Center.
Household shower for
Winners
Ladies day events will
Tee No. One — Billie
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bynum
Virginia Schwettman,
be Wednesday, Sept. 6, at Cohoon, Ve Severns,
Alcoholics Anonymous
who lost their home and
the Murray Country Club. Virginia Schwettman and hostess for play on Aug. contents by fire will be at
will meet at 8 p.m. in
31, has released the
A luncheon will be serv- Peggy Shoemaker;
western portion of
7 p.m. in Community
ed at noon with Jenny Sue
Livestock and Exposition
Tee No. Two — Betty Jo names of the winners of Room of North Branch of
Smock and Rainey Ap- Purdom, Jerlene golf play as follows:
Center.
Peoples Bank.
Judy Latimer and
person as chairmen of the Sullivan, Judy Latimer
Diane Villanova were
hostesses. Reservations and Mary Bogard;
Murray Assembly No.
Murray Hairdressers
19 Order of the Rainbow
should be made by today
Tee No. Three — medalists for the day will meet at 7 p.m. at
with one of the hostesses. Margaret Shuffett, Inus with scores of 41.
for Girls will meet at 7
Leta's Beauty Salon.
Championship flight —
p.m. at lodge hall.
Other assistant Orr, Pam Mavity and
Venela Sexton, first, Bethostesses will be Cecelia Diane Villanova;
First United Methodist
Free blood pressure
Brock, Marjorie Major,
Tee No. Four — ty Jo Purdom and Betty Church Women will meet
tests will be give from
Betty Lou Farris, Leta Frlances Hulse, Venela Lowry, tied for second, at 10 a.m. in Hale Chapel
Rushing, Mary Bartlett, Sexton, Evelyn Jones and Frances Hulse,low putts. with coffee at 9:30 a.m. noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
First flight — Pam
Seventh-Day Adventist
Deanie Chrisman, Shar- Betty Lowry;
and Executive Board
ron Brown, La Verne
Tee No. Five — Mavity, first, Faira Alex- meeting at9 a.m.
Ryan, Sarah Bryan, Cathryn Garrott, Edith ander, second, Madelyn
Margaref Boone, Willie Garrison, Toni Hopson Lamb,low putts.
Bea Walker Group of
Second flight — Freda
S4k:W.
Waldrop and Nancy and Madelyn Lamb;
Baptist Church
First
Steely
and
Virginia
McMillin.
Tee No. Six — Faira
Bridge will be played at Alexander, Jane Fitch, Schwettman, tied for Women will meet at 7:30
9:30 a.m. with Mary D. Freda Steely and Molly first, Jane Fitch, second, p.m. at home of Mrs.
Edith Garrison, low Allen Russell.
Hall as hostess.
Booth;
Golf will be played with
Tee No. Seven — Chris putts.
Golden Age Group of
Third flight — Frances
a shot-gun tee-off at 9 Graham, Rowena
Westside
Baptist Church
a.m. with Freda Steely, Cullom, Elizabeth Parker and La Verne
will
luncheon at 11
have
a
Ryan,
tied
for
first,
Marphone 753-5587, as Slusmeyer and Frances
church.
at
the
a.m.
04Pa
tha Sue Ryan, second,
hostess. This will be a Parker;
Chris
Graham,
low
putts.
handicap play so each
Tee No. Eight — Barone should give her han- bara Stacy, Martha Sue
dicap to Mrs. Steely.
Ryan, Mary Bell Overbey
Any one not listed in the and Rebecca Dublin;
EVERY TUESDAY
lineup may come and be
Tee No. Nine — La
IS
paired at the tee.
Verne Ryan, Ethelene
The lineup is as McCallon and Louise
follows:
Lamb.

Ladies plan events at club

Tuesday,Sept.6
Church.
Group II of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 2 p.m. with
Frances Churchill.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Kappa Department of
Murray
. Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 7 p.m. in downstairs of
club house.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. in first
floor of club house.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Bazaar workshop will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
UMHE Executive
Board will meet at 2 p.m.
at First-, Presbyterian
Church.
Orientation meeting for
area families adjusting to
divorce will start at 7
p.m. in Room 403, Wells
Hall, Murray State
University. For information call 762-2963 or 7622504.

imitz4k,„10.10
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GIVES BIRTH
An Australian woman
who had been taking a
fertility drug gave birth
to nine babies in 1971, but
cnly one boy and one girl
survived.

enter

Arthritis cures

The Church and
The Tribulation
Their Relationship
When is the "Rapture"?
Who will go through the
"Tribulation"?
What is the "Mystery" the Bible
talks about?
Are we close to the "End
Times"?
These and other questions will be
answered in a study of God's Word.
Bro. Bob LaMore will conduct a Bible
Study in the Cumberland Room on the
Third Floor of the University Center
from 7 p.m.-8:30 p.m., starting
September 6th, every Tuesday night.
The public is invited to this
Nondenominational Meeting.

•

2 CRISPY TACOS

Newborn admissions
and dismissals listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 31, was 123 adults
and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were listed as follows:
Baby Girl Patrum,
parents, Sandra and Jimmie, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Baby Boy French,
parents, Penny and Bob,
Rt.3,Paris, Tenn.;
Baby Girl Overby,
mother, Teresa, 205
Routon, Paris, Tenn.;
Baby Boy Floyd,
parents, Margaret and
Earl, 109 Jean St., Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Vicky L. Moore
and baby boy, Rt. 3; Miss
Tonita E. Hughes and
baby girl, 1408 Young St.,
Hickman; Mrs. Barbara
A. Taylor, Box 535,
Mayfield; Alton E.
Hargrove, 1001 E. Ruth,
Phoenix, Ariz.;
Russell W. Vance, 4976
Simsbury, Memphis,
Tenn.; Mrs. Frankie H.
Rhodes Rt. 4; Windford
Doyle Pierce, Rt. 2; Mrs.
Mary Ruth Bell, Rt. 1,
Almo; Jamie R. Carson,
Rt. 2; Edward W. Foster,
5200 Hart Hall;
Michael R. Sanders,
Rt. 1; Steven W. Hale, 820
South Fourth St.; Randall
L. Channel], Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Terry D.
Housden, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Miss Heather D. Gardner, Rt. 4, Martin, Tenn.;
Clint H. Skaggs, Rt. 1,
Hardin: Stewart Finney,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Madie K. Waters,
Rt. 4; Jean I. Green, 313
South 13th St.; Mrs. Eliza

31

Bel Air

We are jileased to
announce that Terri
Wells, bride-elect of
Terry Thweatt, has
made her selections ,.
from our Bridal
Registry for“
Decorative ,
Accessories. Terri',
and Terry will be
ember
16.

Tuesday,Sept.6
Wednesday,Sept. 7
Series of nondenomina- mathematics at 10:30
tional Bible studies will a.m. and English gramstart 7 p.m. in mar at 9 a.m. will start at
Cumberland Room, Cur- Adult Learning Center,
ris Center, Murray State Room 206 Roy Stewart
University.
Stadium, Murray State
University. For informaOpen water scuba div- tion call 762-6971.
ing course will start at 7
Ladies day events at
p.m. in Room S-102, Applied Science Building, Oaks Country Club will be
Murray State University. ladies fall golf tournaFor information call 762- ment and bridge with
Carol Julian as hostess at
6835 or 762-6897.
9:30a.m.
Wednesday,Sept. 7
Goshen United
ATLANTA ( API —
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7 Americans with arthritis
should beware of
p.m. at the church.
treatments claiming to
Hazel and Douglas cure their disease, says
Centers will be open from the Arthritis Foundation.
"Over a billion dollars
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens. will be wasted this year
on useless remedies for
Mission groups of arthritis," says Dr.
Cherry Corner Baptist Frederic C. McDuffie, the
Church will meet at 7 foundation's medical
director. "Many people
p.m. at church.
mistakenly think there is
nothing to treat arthritis
Flint Baptist Church so they'll try anything to
mission groups will meet relieve their pain."
at 7 p.m. at church.
According to the foundation, some of the supLadies day events will posed cures are
be golf at 9 a.m., bridge harmless, but others are
at 9:30 a.m. and lunch at dangerous. All are a
noon at Murray Country waste of money. Many
Club.
proven and effective
treatments are available
Free adult education to control the painful
class in general symptoms of arthritis.

99C
For
Offer Geed

Oey — Ole Cerrpees —N.limit,

E. Riley, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
10 A.M. Daily
Barney Paschall, 835
'A"
At All Area
Hurt Dr.; Mrs. Ruby M.
Futrell, Rt. 6; Mrs. 011ie
Copeland, Rt. 8, Benton;
Mrs. Lucille Pafford, 804
641 N. Murray Atm From TN MU Fselkall Stadium 753-969/1
Curtis, Paris, Tenn.; Vernon V. Dick, Rt. 3.

SEND A FRIEND ALONG!

TACO JOHAIW,),

the

Murray

We. The Diet Center Counselors of Murray.
KY won at the Losing Game!
We Lost a combined total of 147 Pounds!

Times
As you are packing bags for your son or daughter to
take away to school — don't forget to send the
Murray Ledger 8z Times along. Being away from
home can be very lonesome at times. They will
thank you for it.
We won at the losing game & so can you.
We're people just like you & eating junk food was very
enjoyable to us. However, as the lbs. crept up, our spirits
went down.
After much thought — we gave Diet Center a try. Now
we are in the winners' circle.
Come on in & give us a chance to help you join the
winners in the losing game...Diet Center.
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE
..coNti‘t4 AT THE LOSby
CQ

p

DIET
CENTER!

1.31t1
106*-, 1 ...Oro In.

INTRODUCTORY CONSULTATION,

Special College
Rates
32.50
(For 9 month term)

753-0020
The Natural Way, In I use Weight'"

641 N. The Village
'!Mon-Fri 7:30-1:00, 2:00-5:00 Sat. 10-12
Nom..

To start delivery call today - 153-1916
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Drought, acreage curbs send prices upward
WASHINGTON(APISummer drought and the
government's acreage
curbs have helped send
farm commodity prices
upward at the sharpest
clip in more than three
years, including a boost
that put corn prices at a
record-matching level.
The increase followed
two months of price
declines in the department's price index.
Historically, the indicator has been erratic
at times, depending on
weather, economic
trends, and the crop
situation in general.
Officials said Wednesday that the increase
from July to August was
due mainly to higher
prices for soybeans, corn,
hogs, wheat and lettuce.
Lower prices were
reported for cattle,
calves, tomatoes, and
peaches, which partly offset the gains for other
items.
Prices farmers pay to
meet expenses, meanwhile, rose six-tenths of a
percent in August. Higher

feed costs were mainly to
blame, with those offsetting price declines for
feeder cattle and calves.
According to USDA
records, the price index
gain from July to August
was the sharpest in a

per bushel, the highest
since the averaged $8.18
in Nov. 1980.
Department
economists have said a
number of times that the
reduced crop situation
will not result in corn-

single month since it rose
6.3 percent from June to
July 1980.
Corn prices, at an
average of $3.45 per
bushel at the farm, tied
the record set in Oct.
1974. Soybeans were $8.09

Soviet Union starts buying grain from states
WASHINGTON (APIThe Soviet Union has
started buying U.S. grain
under a new five-year
agreement that officially
begins Oct. 1.
Private grain companies have sold 900,000
metric tons of wheat and
corn to the Soviet Union,
the Agriculture Department said Thursday.
That was the first grain
bought by Moscow under
the new agreement,
although 200,000 tons of
soybeans were sold
earlier under terms of the
pact.
The sale included
500,000 tons of wheat about 18.4 million bushels
-and 400,000 tons of corn
or about 15.8 million

bushels. As usual, no further details were divulged, such as prices or the
identities of the sellers.
A metric ton is about
2,205 pounds and is equal
to 36.7 bushels of wheat or
soybeans, or 39.4 bushels
of corn.
The new five-year
agreement signed recently in Moscow by
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block requires
the Soviet Union to buy a
minimum of 9 million
tons of wheat and corn
annually. If they choose,
the Soviets can substitute
500,000 tons of soybeans
for 1 million tons of grain
in meeting the minimum.
Additionally, the Soviet
Union can buy another 3

Dairymen plan support push
'

WASHINGTON(AP)Dairy farmers are gear"ing up for another push to
get support legislation
through Congress atter
lawmakers return to
work on Sept. 12. But the
milk lobby says some
tough work lies ahead.
The Reagan administration, which
would like a cost-cutting
overhaul of the $2-billiona-year milk support program, also wants to
freeze crop target prices
at this year's levels in
1984 and 1985.
A Senate filibuster put
a damper on the ad-

ministration's freeze plan
just before Congress took
its August recess. But the
target price issue is far
from dead, according to
Agriculture Department
and congressional
sources.
Meanwhile, the dairy
industry isn't especially
happy with the administration, given President Reagan's veto last
week of a bill that would
have postponed until Oct.
1 the government's second 50-cent assessment
on all milk sold by
farmers.
Now, with the veto, the

second fee will go into effect as scheduled on Sept.
1. The first fee -50 cents
on every 100 pounds of
milk sold - began April
16. The fees are aimed at
convincing farmers to
reduce milk production
and to help pay for the
support program.
The freeze on targct
prices is sought by the administration to help cool
off the rising cost of crop
support programs.
Administration officials say a freeze over
the next two years at 1983
levels would save $3.8
billion.

We wrote the book Keeping accurate records of
financial transactions vital to your farm
on keeping
operations can get pretty complicated. The
farm records. Land Bank can make your record keeping
easier with our free 1983 Farm Record Book.
With it you not only keep on top of expenses, receipts,
profits and losses, you also have a valuable tool for
analyzing farm operations, preparing taxes and applying
for credit. Stop by your Land Bank office today and pick up
your free Farm Record Book.
Outpost Office Murray

in
Everf Tuesday At The
KA Office
Hwy.641 H.153-5602

million tons of grain making 12 million tons in
all- without further consultation with the United
States. If more than 12
million tons is wanted,
the two countries must
consult.
Under the old pact,
which will expire on Sept.
30, the minimum was 6
million tons, with a
guaranteed maximum of
8 million tons. The old
agreement was signed in
1975 and took effect on
Oct. 1, 1976 for a five-year
period. It was extended
twice for a year each
time.

WASHINGTON ( AP)After idling nearly a fifth
of their land, America's
winter wheat farmers
have redoubled efforts on
the rest and are preparing to harvest a crop that
will rival nearly every
other in history.
An unprecedented national average yield in excess of 40 bushels an acre
is creating the third best
winter wheat crop on
record despite President
Reagan's massive production cutback program, according to
Agriculture Department
analysts.
USDA, in a report
issued Tuesday, now
estimates that this year's
winter wheat crop will hit
1.94 billion bushels, only 8
percent less than last
year's record and just 161
million bushels short of

The
Land Bank
Close to the land and the people who work it.
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BIG-BUCK
Still The Best Buy!
Special
ED
CAL

stal$7.75

100 lbs.

7:1
HOG
FINISHER

strn$8.25100

2
95Gal.
Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

FEEDS

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS
V/

No one has predicted
the precise tonnage that
the Soviets will buy over
the five years of the
agreement, but Block's
forecast of a $10 billion
business suggests the annual shipments would
have to average at least
the 12 million tons
guaranteed as the maximum, according to one
USDA source who asked
not to be identified.

753-3404

the 1981 crop.
The planting cutback of
nearly 11 million acres,
prompted by Reagan's
payment-in-kind or PIK
program, is being undermined by a forecast yield
of 40.7 bushels an acre.
That's 3.8 bushels more
than the previous record
set in 1979 and 4.6 bushels
more per acre than
posted during last year's
record harvest.
In just the last month,
USDA's yield forecast
jumped a half bushel an
acre.
Production increases
are carrying over to
barley as well, the
department's Crop
Reporting Board said.
This year's harvest is
estimated at a record 560
million bushels, up 7 percent from the 1982 record
on the strength of increased acreage. The
average yield was put at
56.5 bushels an acre.
Oats production,
however, should plunge,
falling 16 percent from a
year ago to 519 million
bushels, the board said.
That decline is due to
substantially reduced
plantings. The average
yield was estimated at
57.4 bushels an acre.
Winter wheat, which is
planted in the fall and
then harvested the next
spring and summer, accounts for about threefourths of the nation's
total wheat production.
Last year, the total wheat
crop hit an all-time high
2.8 billion bushels. USDA
will issue its first forecast
for total 1983 wheat production next month.
The PIK program,aimed at curbing the huge
price-depressing grain
stockpiles being blamed
for drastic declines in
farm income, gives
farmers free surplus
commodities to compensate for major acreage
reductions.
The program covers
wheat, corn, sorghum,
rice and cotton. Farmers
overall signed up to idle
83 million acres, about a
third of the land they normally devote to those
crops.

Calloway FFA members at Hardinsburg

Calloway County Future Farmers
at leadership training program
Seven members of the
Calloway County Future
Farmers of America attended the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training
Center in Hardinsburg
June 27-July 1. Members
attending were Tracy
Curd, Gina Brown, John
Warren Nix, John Kelso,
John Mark Potts, Jamie
Miller and Jeanne Thorn.
The were accompanied
by chapter advisor,
Larry Gilbert.
There were 239
members and 'advisors
who attended the center
representing 23 FFA
chapters from across the
state. Gina Brown,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Ellwood Brown, received

the Leadership Award for
the week.
The days activities inchided classes in the morning consisting of an officers class, a chapter
hour and an hour for
several chapters to
assemble and discuss the
operation of each
chapter. Two special interest classes were also
offered for each member
to choose. The afternoon
was devoted to recreational activites in which a
variety of sports were offered. Two members
were voted to be on the
recreational activity AllStar team. They were
John Kelso in softball and
Tracy Curd in volleyball.
John Mark Potts placed

first in the broad jump
event.
A variety of speakers
were present at the
center. They were: Steve
Meredity, state FFA
president; James
Coomer, state FFA vicepresident; and James
Brunner, head of the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
On Thursday evening,
the Calloway County
Chapter presided over
the evening meeting and
Jeanne Thorn competed
in the FFA Quiz contest
and placed second out of
the 239 members present.
Tracy Curd participated
in the State Tractor Driving contest.

Grain price supports may be cut
by the administration during year
WASHINGTON(AP)The Reagan administration, worried that grain
price supports are interfering with an already
depressed market, will
probably cut the basic
support level by 10 percent for next year's
wheat and corn crops.
"I believe the odds
favor lowering it," says
Dawson Ahalt, deputy
assistant secretary for
economics.
Declining demand due
to the global recession
and increased production
in other nations encouraged by rising U.S.
support levels are the
reasons Agriculture
Secretary John Block will
likely invoke the limited
administrative discretion
he won from Congress in
1981, Ahalt says.
Such a step, if taken,
would drop basic price
support loans - which
farmers needn't repay if
they choose to give their
harvest to the government-to about $2.30 per
bushel for corn and $3.20
per bushel for wheat.
Farmers have traditionally used the ninemonth loans for operating
cash until they decide the
time is right to sell their
crops on the open market.
"It's an extremely
tough issue to face, but I
believe the fundamentals
argue for lowering" the
loan rates, Ahalt told the
House Government

Introducing
Case Systenvar
The most advanced Lubricant

Operations agriculture
subcommittee on Monday
Without the reduction,
the loan rates would be
$3.55 a bushel for wheat
and $2.55 a bushel for
corn. USDA's five-day
moving average put the
price of wheat last Friday
at $3.43 a bushel and corn
at$3.11.
Details of the government policy for wheat
must be announced by
Aug. 15 and for corn by
Nov. 15.
A loan-rate reduction
would be only the latest in
Block's drive to rein in
the cost of the government's farm support programs. This year taxpayers will shell out $21.2
billion for supports, five
times the amount spent
just two years ago.
If that price tag isn't
drastically lowered,
Ahalt warned, "These
programs are in jeopardy."
Block wants Congress
to change the dairy price

support program,
preferably by cutting the
support level 8 to 10 percent. That program has
been costing taxpayers $2
billion a year.
That plan has run into
stiff opposition on Capitol
Hill. Farm Belt
lawmakers see the support program as the safety net for American
farmers, whose income,
by some measures, has
plummeted to
Depression-era levels.
Under the loan program, farmers can use
their crops as collateral
for short-term government loans. If market
prices look attractive,
they can sell the crop by
repaying the loan plus interest at the market rate.
If market prices remain
too low through the nine
months of the loan, the
farmer just keeps the
money and surrenders
his commodities to the
government.

Heat wave shrinks crops
WASHINGTON(AP)A weekly report by the
government's Joint
Agricultural Weather
Facility remains the
same: the heat wave continues to shrink crop prospects over wide areas of
the nation.
Corn fields were rated
in "poor to fair" condition, except in the West,
northern plains and
Great Lakes states where
the crop was reported in
"fair to mostly good"
shape, the agency's
report said Tuesday.
"Growers in the

Midwest and Southeast
continued to divert corn
acreage to silage"
because it was hurt by the
drought so badly.
The soybean crop has
also been hit by dry
weather and heat and is
currently rated in "poor
to fair" condition in most
areas,the report said.
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block, meanwhile, said in Modesto,
Calif.,that the crop losses
will not mean shortages.
Copies of his text were
issued here by the
Agriculture Department.

Analysis Service for the
maintenance of all
your equipment.
Syttern9a,0 Lubricant An•ivs.7
ClOs.gned to Oval wit* all
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Buchanan
Feed and Seed
Money

• Real oilstain
• Lets color, grain texture of
wood show
• For wood siding, trim. ferrres.
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Block said after signing
the new agreement that it
will mean $10 billion in
sales over the five years
it has to run.

Winter wheat farmers
redouble crop efforts

OLYMPt

fann
record
book

Waage,Rd.

modity shortages or in
significantly higher food
prices for consumers.
Food prices this year
are expected to rise 2 percent to 4 percent, the
smallest annual increase
since 1967.
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Kentuckian on Korean plane
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Dr. Susan Campbell didn't make it to her
10-year reunion of the
Waggener High School
class of 1973 this
weekend.
Dr. Campbell, 28, a
veterinarian, was on her
way back to Taiwan last
week because one of 40
Sambar deer she was
nursing in an effort to
save the endangered
species had gotten sick.
She boarded Korean
Air Lines Flight 007 in
New York. Over the Sea
of Japan, the airliner was
apparently shot out of the
air by a Soviet jet fighter.
All 269 passengers and
crew members are
presumed dead.
Barbara Mayfield of
Louisville last talked to
her high school friend two
weeks ago, when Dr.
Campbell came through
Louisville to spend a few
days with her brother,
David Campbell.
She wasn't aware until
it was announced at the
reunion Saturday night,
that the girl voted "most
intelligent" by her senior
class was aboard the
downed Korean plane.
Mrs. Mayfield said Dr.
Campbell's former
classmates Were stunned
by the news. The wire
service reports had listed

her hometown as that of
where her mother now
resides — Shrewsbury,
Mass. — so most hadn't
made the connection.
"She was a special
friend," Mrs. Mayfield
recalled. "She seemed to
be able to cross all the cliques that form in high
school. She felt comfortable with everybody,
and I think everybody felt
comfortable with her.
"Even though most of
her courses were with the
Advance Program kids,
she stayed clost to those
of us who weren't in the
program," Mrs. Mayfield
said. "But she was
brilliant. Susan never
labored over a test.
Everything came easy
for her."
That brilliance earned
her an academic scholarship to Wellesley College
in Massachusetts, and
eventually a degree in
veterinarian science. She
wound up in Taiwan as a
result of winning a Luce
Fellowship, a program
endowed by the late
publisher Henry Boothe
Luce to encourage
American students to
study in Southeast Asia.
While working on her
deer project, she taught a
veterinary science class
at Tunghai University in
Taiwan, said her brother

David Campbell.
The state department
informed Dr. Campbell's
mother, Joann Campbell
Dunn on Thursday that
her daughter was on the
plane. Mrs. Dunn called
her two children, David
in Louisville and Deborah
in Omaha,Neb.
"We were aware she
was heading back
through Seoul, but we
weren't sure what flight
she was on," said David
Campbell. "It was just a
horrible feeling. She was
such an intelligent person. Her work was so
outstanding. She
dedicated herself to it.
"The way we
understood it, she was
heading back because
one of the deer had taken
ill. She wanted to get
back as soon as she could.
She had grown to love it"
in Taiwan, he said.
David Campbell said
his sister was contemplating a return to the
United States next year to
take an animal-research
post in Southboro, Mass.,
near her mother's home.
"It's so sad. She had so
much to contribute," he
said. "I guess there are
269 stories like hers that
people are telling all over
the world now because of
that terrible tragedy."
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RAKE IN THE SAVINGS

Through Sept. 17
6 Sc

Dog
Worm
Capsules,*
$150 770.

country, achieving
league status in some
areas.
"In northern Indiana
they have 12-member
teams in an 18-team
league," said Robert Cornett, a 29-year-old lawyer
from Jackson. "They
publish the standings in
the paper just like softball. That's the trend
everywhere."
Psychologists debate
its implications, but the
game's enthusiasts say
fighting to stay alive in
the 'Wilderness could
become a national
pastime.
"It lets me relax for a
while," said Greg
Kunkle, a University of
Kentucky freshman. "It
tends to take my mind off
everything going on during the week."
"I think football is
more violent than this
stuff by far," said Robin
Baldridge, a UK
sophomore.
Charles Cornett said
aggressive, attackminded people fit well
with those who are
reserved and defenseoriented.
"There's room for
every personality trait

it

chapter and marketing
prospectus for the text,
which will be used in twoyear and four-year colleges. The authors- are
now completing research
in business communication to support their
writing.
South-Western Publising Company is a leading
publisher of textbooks
which serve all educational levels.
Harcourt has been at
Murray State since 1958,
and Krizan joined the
faculty in 1978. Both have
been active in performing
research and regional
service projects, in addition to teaching.
They have each
represented their department and the College of
Business and Public Affairs in making presentations at regional and national business communication and business
education workshops and
conferences.
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out there," he said.
Players of the Central
Kentucky Survival Game
comprise two teams,
each armed with carbon
dioxide pistols that fire
paint pellets — green for
one team, red for the
other — up to 40 feet.
The format is two
games. In the first, one
team defends a flag while
the other tries to capture
it. In the second, both
teams have flags to be
defended.
Players "die" when
they are spattered with
paint and must immediately leave the "war
zone."
When the game is opened to the public, a day's
play will cost about $20
per person, including rental of a gun and ammunition, Robert Cornett said.
The game's originators
manufacture kits with the
necessary supplies and
are trying "to get it so,
eventually, people buy
their own guns like they
buy bowling balls and
tennis racquets," he said.
Robert Cornett was the
principal investor for his
family's franchise. He
paid nearly $7,000 for sum
plies and equipment and
the brothers set up shot
on a 65-acre woodland
they own near Midway.
Robert Cornett said the
brothers' passion for the
sport was born of their
childhood fondness for army games. None,
however, has military experience. They don't even
hunt.
Another Cornett
brother, Hugh, hasn't
joined his siblings.
"He thinks we're nuts,"
Robert Cornett said.
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Jules Harcourt, A.C. Krizan
writers of business textbook
Two faculty members
in the Department of Office Administration and
Business Education at
Murray State University
have signed a contract to
write a business communication textbook for
South -Western
Publishing Company in
Cincinnati.
They are: Dr. Jules
Harcourt, chairman and
professor; and Dr. A. C.
"Buddy" Krizan, assistant professor. A
coauthor of the _text
with Harcourt and Krizan
will be Dr. Patricia A.
Merrier of the University
of Minnesota at Duluth.
Both Harcourt and
Krizan teach business
communication, office
administration and
business education
courses.
The earlier collaborated with Ms. Merrier in submitting a proposal to South-Western
that included two sample
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'11-11410
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Central Kentucky Survival Game
players in make-believe combat
MIDWAY, Ky.(AP) —
The camouflaged
marksman crouches
behind bushes, waiting in
ambush for his adversary. Suddenly, the
hunter becomes the
hunted.
A shot is fired. The
would-be ambusher feels
his shoulder sting. Turning to flee, he is hit again,
this time in the back of
the neck.
He touches the wound,
sees the red stain on his
hand and realizes the
hunt is over.
So he walks back for a
cold beer.
Death is painless in the
Central Kentucky Survival Game because this
is make-believe combat.
Paint pellets replace
bullets.
The game is a project
of the Cornett brothers —
Robert, Roy, John,
James and Charles. They
have been developing a
"preseason" combat
series, aiming eventually
to open it to the public.
The Cornetts' project is
a spinoff of the National
Survival Game, which
originated in New Hampshire and has gained
popularity around the
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Unpredictability changes to optimism with first Racer win
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
CAPE GIRARDEAU,
Mo. -- One victory
doesn't make a winning
season, but Saturday's
Murray State conquest
over Southeast Missouri,
25-11. sure brightened a
somewhat uncertain
Racer outlook.
Entering the game with
an unpredictable future
prompted by the
presence of 36 freshmen
on his squad, Frank
Beamer said he was
pleasantly surprised by
his team by the time the
final whistle blew.

•

ly 222 total yards including 117 rushing, 105
passing.
— And the overall attitude of the team nobody
could predict.
"I like the way they
want to win," Beamer
stated,"We got into a few
tight situations and had a
few opportunities to pot it
away early, but didn't,
but overall I'm happy."
The players reflected
Beamer's enthusiasm,
shouting and banging
walls in the bottom of
Houck Stadium after
most of the 7,310 attending the game had drifted

"We're the No-Name defense.
We're like death.
We sneak in silent ...
and put the kill on 'em."
Danny Coleman
IIMM•11.

"I was hoping we'd
play this well. They didn't
play like a young team,
like I thought they would.
Coming in here I really
didn't know what to expect," he said.
What he expected and
what he got were enough
to bring a smile to the
third-year Racer head
coach.
— Plays like Jeff Lancaster's 53-yard field goal
in the second quarter
which gave MSU a lead it
never relinquished.
— A 67-yard punt return
for a touchdown by Tony
Moore, even though it
was nullified by a penalty.
— The outstanding play
of sophomore quarterback Kevin Sisk who
completed 13 of 20 passes
for 175 yards and
operated the Murray offense like a veteran.
-- The bend, but don't
break defense which accounted for four interceptions, one fumble
recovery, and gave up on-

away.
"Everybody did their
assignments like they
were supposed to and we
all got crazy out there
tonight," defensive
tackle Danny Coleman
yelled as the final buzzer
was sounding. "At first

safety Herbert Jones who
had 10 individual tackles
and helped on four more.
Linebacker Tim
Bowles had seven
tackles, reserve
linebackers Kerry
Stepter and Bruce
Arnette had five apiece.
At the start of the game
even the most ardent
MSU fans would have
been hard-pressed to
name half of the Racer
roster because of all the
new faces. But by the
game's end several individuals had turned in
notable performances.
•'We've got a long way
to go and not too many
people recognize us right
now," Coleman added.
"We're still the No-Name
defense — but we like it
that way. We're like
death. We sneak in real
silent-like and put the kill
on 'em."
On the opposite side of
the ball, a slew of Racer
running backs were turning some heads and kept
the Indian defenders
spinning.
Tailbacks Willie Cannon and Dennis Dockery
were the top duo of the
night — Cannon scored
once and tallied 97 yards
on 18 carries. Dockery,

1
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YOU'RE TELLING ME? — Frank Beamer had a
few choice words with the Southeast Missouri game
officials especially after his Racers were penalized
142 yards and two touchdowns were denied because
of flags. However, in the end his attitude was
altered by a 25-11 victory. Celebrating with him
(above) is defensive end Tony Woodie.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

OVC begins season
with four victories

... I've got o good feeling
about this football team..."
— Frank Beamer
we were a little nervous,
but then we settled down.
At halftime the coaches
made all the right adjustments. We just came
out and stuffed 'em. Once
our offense started clicking we knew we had it
made."
The 6-3, 250-pound Coleman was one of many
Racer defenders who saw
duty in the rapid-rotation
lineup on both sides of the
ball. Fourteen MSU
defenders accounted for
two or more tackles each,
including team leader

who sat out much of the
second and third quarters
with an injury, started for
MSU and rushed nine
times for 48 yards.
Fullback Carlos Warford who started off the
MSU scoring with a 14yard touchdown, picked
up 30 yards on four carries.
Dockery took time
afterwards to explain the
difference in this year's
offense and last year's
sputtering attack.
"Coach ( Lou) Ferrari
has trained us all well,"

Dockery said of the running back corps. "We've
got a lot of good backs
this year and it's not a
one -person show.
Everybody knows
everybody else's position
and we rotate so nobody
can key onus."
Senior Neal Cummins,
who wrapped up the
Racer scoring after a
fourth-quarter, timekilling drive, said with
the way his linemen were

blocking, "there was no
way a person couldn't
score with holes like
that."
Beamer pointed out
that Saturday's victory
was the best opening
game he's ever seen a
Murray State team have.
Now, with a two-week
layoff until traveling to
East Carolina, Sept. 17,
Beamer's looking forward to saying that will
be the best second-game

a Racer team has ever
experienced.
"I don't know what it
is," Beamer told his
squad after Saturday's
win, "but I've got a good
feeling about this football
team.
at cape Girardeau
1 2 3 4 T
7 3 8 7 2S
0 8 3 011
Scoring Plays
1st — MI Carlos Warford 14-yard
run. Jeff Lancaster kick 13;55 7-0
2nd Junior Simkins 1-yard run.
Jim Prestwood run for 2 14: S2 t 8-7.
2nd - M Lancaster 53-yard field
goal 4 16 , 1041
3rd -- M Willie Cannon 4-yard run
Kevin Sisk run for 21 44 t 184.
4th -- S Steve Williams 53-yard field
goal t 14 051 18-11
4th - M Neal Cummins 6-yard run.
Lancaster kick 13:44125-11.

MURRAY
SEMO

Louisville
falls behind
2-1 in series

SKIN 'EM — Murray State's defense literally ripped the clothes
off the Southeast Missouri Indian backs as the Racers won Saturday's game at Cape Girardeau, 25-11. The Indians were only able to

OKLAHOMA CITY
(AP) — Centerfielder
Nick Capra hit a two-run
home run in the fifth inn,
ing Sunday to give
Oklahoma City an 8-6 win
over Louisville and a twogames-to-one lead in an
American Association
baseball playoff series.
The Redbirds led 5-4 in
the fifth when Dave
Stockstill reached on a
fielder's choice and
Capra followed with a
homer for a 6-5 Oklahoma
City edge.
Oklahoma City got
back-to-back homers in
the third inning from
Tommy Dunbar and Mike
Rubel and Louisville's
Gene Dotson has a solo
homer in the second inning.
gain 222 yards against the Racers while turning the ball over five
Mitch Swolensky got
times — four on interceptions by Herbert Jones,James Yarbrough,
the victory, while Oscar
Greg Stewart and Ralph Robinson.
Staff photo by Jim Rector Brito took the loss.

By SKIP LATT
Associated Press Writer
Middle Tennessee's
biggest offensive explosion since 1970 set the
tone as Ohio Valley Conference members
defeated four non conference schools to get
the league's 1983 football
season off to a perfect
start.
The Blue Raiders compiled 410 yards in total offense and scored seven
touchdowns Saturday on
the way to a 51-0 demolition of Savannah State.
Defending NCAA Division I-AA champion
Eastern Kentucky erased
a 13-0 deficit to stop East
Tennessee 21-15, Akron
downed Kent State 13-6
and Murray claimed a 2511 win over Southeast
Missouri.
Junior college transfer
Mickey Corwin paced the
Blue Raiders' romp as he
hit nine of 10 passes for
213 yards and two
touchdowns.
"The little guy ( Corwin) is an operator. It
was the first time he had
played after sitting out
for a year after transferring," said MTSU coach
James "Boots" Donnelly.
Corwin played most of
the first half while the
Blue Raiders built a 31-0
edge and led Middle Tennessee to another score in
the second half before
leaving the game for
good.
Five different Blue
Raiders scored
touchdowns in the game
with sophomore tailback
Kevin Baker and senior
split end Marshan Jolly
scoring two each. Jolly, a
5-foot-9 senior, caught
five passes for 132 yards.
The romp was the biggest offensive showing
for a Middle Tennessee

team since a 44-0 victory
over Austin Peay in 1970.
Tailback Terence
Thompson rushed for 170
yards and two
touchdowns as Eastern
Kentucky made East
Tennessee its 32nd consecutive 'home-field victim. It was Eastern's 14th
straight victory over two
seasons.
East Tennessee
jumped out to a 13-0 lead
and held a 13-7 halftime
advantage. But Eastern
scored on its first possession of the third quarter
on a 1-yard run by
Thompson to take a 14-13
lead it never relinquished.
Eastern quarterback
Greg Parker passed for
1 1 4 yards and one
touchdown, hitting on six
of eight attempts, and
fullback Victor Mims ran
for 95 yards on 13 carries.
Robert Johnson returned a pass interception 44
yards for the game's only
touchdown as Akron
defeated Kent State.
The loss extended the
Golden Flashes' losing
streak to 14 games.
Dating back to 1981, the
losing streak is the
longest in the country
among Division I-A
schools.
James Black carried
the ball 29 times for 95
yards to pace Akron's offense. But the outcome
hinged on the Zips'
defense, which recorded
three interceptions.
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Johnson's return of an
errant Ken Bencetic pass
in the second quarter
gave Akron a 10-0
halftime lead, and
Clarence Kelly's end zone
interception of a Bencetic
pass with 44 seconds remaining in the game
preserved the victory.

Bench unleashes 3-run homer in Busch Stadium farewell
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Willie McGee thrilled
fans of the St. Louis Cardinals with a gamewinning hit only to yield
center stage to a future
Hall of Earner.
"It was worth all the
waiting, all the aches and
the bruises along the

way," said Johnny Bench
after homering in his
Busch Stadium farewell
Sunday. "Something like
this is exciting. The guys
on the bench get as much
kick out of it as I do."
Bench's home run,
while not enough to stave
off a 5-4 defeat for his Cin-
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cinnati Reds teammates,
did provide the 35-yearold retiring catcher
satisfaction.
"That's what makes it
nice going out," said
Bench, now 3-for-6 in his
bowouts before fans of
rival National League
clubs. "Today's kind of

the thing where they'll out in the Cincinnati
remember they saw me eighth.
hit a three-run homer and
Almost poetically, his
the Cardinals still won."
opponent with two teamBench, his left hand mates on base was St.
painfully bruised from a Louis relief ace 'Bruce
catching appearance he Sutter. The famed Reds
made four days earlier, slugger, after fouling off
removed his bandage and a split-finger fastball,
picked up his bat with twfr lashed a second delivery

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

over the left field fence
off the foul line to produce
a 4-4 tie.
"It's kind of like
writing my own script.
It's a great thing. I'll
remember this for a long
time," Bench said. "I'm
proud of my record; I'm
proud of my career."
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'Dogs keep winning;'Cats quit losing

a

LIKE A VETERAN-Sophomore Kevin Sisk,formerly a defensive back, made his debute as Murray State
quarterback Saturday and responded with 175-yards passing on 13 of 20 completions and a 25-11 victory. He
also rushed for 29 of the Racers 447 total yards. Despite throwing three interceptions, Sisk operated the MSU
offense like a veteran producing touchdown drives of 85, 24 and 78 yards. Here he pitches to senior fullback
Neal Currunins.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
A big-play defense kept
15th-ranked Georgia's
regular season victory
streak alive as the
Bulldogs trimmed No. 20
UCLA 19-8 in the opening
weekend of action for
Southeastern Conference
football teams.
Georgia defenders
twice batted down fourthdown passes in the end
zone in the final half and
then got a clinching score
when Charlie Dean raced
69 yards with an intercepted pass with only
18 seconds left in Saturday night's nationally
televised battle.
"Our defense was
outstanding," Coach
Vince Dooley said as the
Bulldogs proved they
could win without
Herschel Walker, the
Heisman Trophy winner
who was a spectator at

the game - Georgia's
first since Walker
bypassed his final year of
eligibility to turn professional.
It was Georgia's 20th
regular season victory in
a row and their 19th consecutive home field
triumph.
Elsewhere in the SEC
on the opening weekend,
Wayne Peace led Florida
to an impressive 28-3
thrashing of Miami of
Florida, Kentucky ended
an 11-game winless
streak with a 31-14 victory over Central
Michigan, Mississippi
State downed Tulane 14-9,
Memphis State upended
Mississippi 37-17 and Pittsburgh trimmed Tennessee 13-3.
Seventh -ranked
Florida State, the South's
top independent, struggled to a 47-46 victory over
East Carolina, Southern

Mississippi crushed Richmond 32-3 and No. 19
Southern Methodist beat
Louisville 24-6.
Four idle SEC teams
will open their seasons
this week - Alabama vs.
Georgia Tech at Birmingham, Southern
Mississippi at Auburn,
Florida State at Louisiana State and Maryland
at Vanderbilt. The
Alabama-Tech game
marks the debut for Ray
Perkins, successor to the
late Paul W. "Bear"
Bryant as the Crimson
Tide coach.
Georgia and Mississippi State are idle this
week, but Tennessee will
be in action again, entertaining New Mexico. Ole
Miss visits Tulane, Kansas State is at Kentucky
and Florida is at
Southern California.
Among arva independents, Western

Kentucky is at Louisville,
Memphis State at North
Carolina, Miami at
Houston and
Southwestern Louisiana
at Northeast Louisiana.
Lawrence Lee scored
on runs of 2 and 63 yards
and Randy Jenkins threw
for 185 yards and one
score as Kentucky handed Jerry Claiborne his
first victory since returning to his alma mater as
coach last year. Kentucky was 0-10-1 in 1982.
"I'm glad they knew
how much I wanted this
game," Claiborne said.
"I've been a nervous
wreck the last 11 months."
Sam Dejarnette had 150
yards on 18 carries and
scored on a 37-yard run as
Southern overpowered
Richmond and Reggie
Dupard tallied twice in
SMU's decision over
Louisville.
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NEW YORK (AP) John McEnroe, Ivan
Lend! and Chris Evert
Lloyd led the list of seeded players advancing in
the U.S. Open Tennis
Championship, but Vitas
Gerulaitas was upset by
Aaron Krickstein,3-6, 3-6,
6-4,6-3,6-4.
Also capturing thirdround matches were Yannick Noah, Mats
Wilander, Jimmy Arias,
Zina Garrison, Jo Dune,
Hana Mandlikova and
Kathy Jordan.
Andres Gomez upset
Steve Denton 6-3, 6-4, 6-4,
and Andrea Leand surprised sixth-seeded Wendy Turnbull 7-5, 4-6, 6-2.
In Sunday night's
longest match, No. 12
Johan Kriek struggled
past a determined Roscoe
Tanner 6-7 (5-7), 3-6, 7-6
(7-4), 7-6 (7-5), 7-6 (7-2).

Track
RIETI, Italy (AP) Steve Ovett of Britain
broke the world record in
the 1,500-meter race Sunday with a clocking of 3
minutes, 30.77 at an international track and field
meet.
NEW YORK (AP) Steve Scott burst past the
leaders with about 300
meters remaining and
reached the finish line in
3 minutes, 49.77 seconds
to win the third running of
the Fifth Avenue Mile.

Golf
GLENVIEW, Ill. (AP)
- Jay Sigel sank a fivefoot putt for a par on the
29th hole Sunday to beat
Chris Perry 8 and 7 for
the 83rd U.S. Amateur
Golf Championship.
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ENDICOTT, N.Y.(AP)
- Unheralded Pat Lindsey shot a 3-under-par 68
Sunday for a 268 total and
a 4-stroke victory over
Gil Morgan in the $300,000
B.C. Open golf tournament.
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
(AP) - Rookie Lauri
Peterson carded a 2under-par 70 Sunday to
take a one-stroke lead
over five players going
into the final round of the
$150,000 LPGA Rail
Charity Classic.
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)-Don January shot
a 2-under-par 70 Sunday
for a 269 total and a 3stroke victory over Bob
Stone in the Citizens
Union Senior Golf
Classic.

Ickx and Jochen Mass in the 12th round of a
won the 1,000 Kilometers World Boxing Council
of Francorchamps en- bantamweight title fight
durance race in 5 hours, against Albert Davila,29.
44 minutes, 33.52 seconds
The bout ended abruptSunday.
ly 33 seconds into the 12th
DARLINGTON, S.C. round when Davila
(AP)- Mike Waltrip ran unleashed a flurry of punoff to an easy victory ches at Bejines' head.
Saturday in the Komfort
"I hit him a perfect
Koach 150 for Darlington shot, a good sharp jab
Dash Sedans.
and then a right hand,"
Davila said. "When I
went back to my corner I
said,'This guy isn't going
LOS ANGELES (AP) to get up."
- Kiko Bejines, a 20year-old Mexican bantamweight who was
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
knocked out Thursday - Australia II posted a 2
night in a title fight, died minute, 20 second
Sunday of head injuries triumph over Victory '83
without ever regaining Sunday and moved to
consciousness.
within one victory of capBejines, who was from turing the best-of-seven
Guadalajara, Mexico, series and the right to
and was the eldest of challenge the U.S.
FRANCORCHAMPS, three boxing brothers, defender Liberty for the
Belgium (AP) - Jacky suffered the fatal injury America's Cup.

wont

• LEAF-MASTER- GUTTER
GUARD AVAILABLE
lets rain in. keeps leaves
and debris out

10 foot vinyl

gutter only
$495
Munoy Lumbor Co.
104 Maple

Boxing

Save 95 on AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronomatie-227 by Realistic

Yachting

Battery Backup Runs Clock/Alarm if AC Fails
Rise 'n shine on time! Exclusive Battery Sentinel'
LED warns you if backup battery is weak or missing. Display has hi/lo dimmer and a.m./wake indicators. Snooze and sleep controls, lighted dial.
#12-1534 Backup battery extra

toSnack

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Pro Football

36% Off! Portable AM/FM
Stereo Cassette Recorder
SCR-8 by
Realistic'

Major League Baseball

National Football League
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Americon Conference
EAST DIVISION
East
W L Pct. GB
W L T PcL PF PA
Baltimore
80 53
.602
Baltimore
1 0
1.000 29 13 New York
76 58
.567
Miami
1 0
1.000 12
0 Detroit
77 59
.566 4Li
N.Y. Jets
1 0
1.000 41 29 Milwaukee
76 59
.563 5
Buffalo
0 1
.000 0 12 Toronto
75 64
.540 6
New England 0 1
.000 23 n Boston
66 71
.482 16
Central
Cleveland
61 76
.445 21
Cincinnati
0 1
.000 10 20
WEST DIVISION
Cleveland
0 1
.000 21 27 Chicago
77 59
.566
Houston
0 1
.000 38 41 Kansas City
65 71
.478 12
Pittsburgh
0 1
.000 10 14 Oakland
66 73
.475
West
64 74
Teams
.464 14
Denver
1 0
1.000 14 10 California
63 73
.463 14
Kansas City 1 0
LIMO 17 13 Minnesota
56 80
.420 20
LA.Raiders 1 0
1.000 20 10 Seattle
51 85
.375 26
0 1
San Diego
.000 29 41
Saturday's Games
Seattle
0 1
.000 13 17
Detroit 7, Toronto 4
National Conference
Baltimore 13, Minnesotao
Ent
Chicago 9, Boston 6
Philadelphia 1 0
1.000 12 17
Cleveland 13, Oakland 6
Dallas
.030 0
0 0
0
Kansas City 5-1, Texas 0-8
Washington 0 0
.000 0
0
Milwaukee 1, California 3
N.Y. Giants 0 1
.000 6 16
New York S.Seattle 3
SL Louis
0 I
.000 17 28
Sunday's Games
Central
Toronto 6, Detroit 3, 10 innings
Detroit
1 0
1.000 11
0
Boston 6, Chicago 2
Green Bay
1 0
1.000 41 38
Baltimore 9, Minnesota 6
Minnesota
1 0
1.000 27 21
California 5, Milwaukee 3
Chicago
0 1
.000 17 X
Cleveland 9, Oakland 2
Tampa Bay 0 1
.000 0 11
New York 4, Seattle 3
West
Texas 3, Kansas City 2
Atlanta
1 0
1.000 20 17
'
Monday's Games
L.A. Rains
1 0
1.000 16
6
Oakland (Conroy 6.71 at Chicago
New Orleans I 0
1.000 28 17 (Ituirdster 13-10)
San Frncsco 0 1
.030 17 22
New York (Hawley 14-101 at
Saturday Games
Milwaukee (Candiotti 3-01
Philadelphia 22,San Francisco 17
Boston (Ojeda 7-7) at Baltimore
Sunday's Cameo
(Boddicker 1241
New Orleans IS,St. Louis 17
California (Zahn 8-10I at Toronto
Green Bay 41, Houston 38, OT
(Gott 7-11).In)
Atlanta ID, Chicago 17
Detroit ( Morris 1141 at Cleveland
Baltimore 29. New England 73, OT
Blyieven 7-9),(n
Denver 14,Pittsburgh 10
Seattle I Beattie S-12 at Kansas City
Detroit 11,Tampa Bay 0
(Gan 10161, n
Los Angeles Raiders N,Cincinnati 10
Minnesota Lysander 4-11 I at Texas
LOS Angeles Rams 16, New York (Butcber 5-61, n)
Tuesday's Games
Giants 6
California at Toronto,(n1
Miami 12. Buffalo 0
Minnesota 27, Cleveland 21
Boston at Baltimore, in
Detroit at Cleveland,in)
New York Jets 41,San Diego 29
Oakland at Chicago. n
Kansas City 17.Seattle 13
New York at Milwaukee. in
Mondays Game
Minnesota at Texas, In)
Dallas at Washington, in)

Seattle at Kansas City,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh
70 65
519
Philadelphia
69 66
511
Montreal
68 66
.507
St. Louis
67 67
.500 26i
Chicago
62 71
456
New York
57 79
.419
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
79 57
.581
Atlanta
77 60
562 21
,
Houston
72 64
529 7
San Diego
67 71
4X 13
San Francisco 65 72
474 14',
Cincinnati
63 75
457 17
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh 6, Atlanta 2
Chicago 9, Houston 3
San Francisco 5, Philadelphia 4
Los Angeles 4, Montreal 0
Cincinnati 3, St. Louis 2, 10 innings

L

South 12th Strimot

Nicholls St 21, Lamar 14
N. Carolina 24,S. Carolina I
Pittsburgh 13,Tennessee 3
S. Carolina St. 13, Furman 3
S. litlasimippin. Rkiinued 3
Tennessee M.311, Hampton Inst. 14
Tn.-Chatlanooga 13, Jacksonville St
Virginia)X Duke X
MIDWEST
Akron 13. K ent St 6
Ball St 42. Rhode Island 36
E Illinois 31I, iu rouSt 7
E Michigan 7. Marshall 3
Indiana St IS, NE Louisiana 9
long 13each St It Kansas St SO
Murray St. X,SE Minimum 11
N Illinois 37• Kansas 34

753-8971

Audible "Beep" Continuity
and Range-Change Indicator

•

Measures AC and DC volts, AC and
DC milliamps, dB. Also tests diodes
and transistors. With test leads.
#22-191 Batteries extra

46% Off! 3-Station Wireless
FM Intercom
SELECTaCOW by Realistic /

Save

II

$90
Powerful 10-watt ampli15995
fier for sound rivaling
home hi-fi! 6" woofers,
solid-state tweeters. AC/
battery operation.
Reg. 249.95
#14-778 Batteries extra

Radio With AM/FM, VHF-Air
and Shortwave DX-66 by Realistic

New York 4, San Diego 3, 15 innings
Sunday's Games
San Francisco 10, Philadelphia 4
San Diego?. New York 5
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2, 12 innings

Cut
29%

Atlanta 6, Pittsburgh 5
St. Louis 5, Cincinnati 4
Chicago 9, Houston?

4995

Monday's Games
Chicago (Trout 3-121 at Montreal
(Gullickson 13-11)
Cincinnati (Russell 2-1) at Son Francisco(Beetling 6-11 )
Pittsburgh ( McWilliams 134 and
Tunnell 7-6)at St. Louis(Allen 9-12 and
Forsch 8-11 4, 3
Houston INiekro 12-111 at Atlanta
i Barker II-11
Philadelphia ( Hudson 7-71 at New
York iTorrez9-14i. in )
San Diego 1 Thurmond 6-21 at Los
Angeles Valenzuela 134), n 1
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Montreal, in I
Philadelphia at New York, n )
Houston at Atlanta, i n
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, i n )
Cincinnati at San Francisco, in)
San Diego at Las Angeles,in)

Reg. 69.95
3-26 MHz shortwave in three bands, 108136 MHz aviation band. AFC for drift-free
FM. AC/battery operation. #12-767
Batteries extra

Remote-Control 13"
Color TV TC-130 by Radio Shack

Set of 3
stations
Just plug
into
AC and talk away! Two
channels let you talk to
one station without dis- 6995
turbing the other. FM for
Reg. 129.95
clear sound. #43-214

Save 60

Walnut VeneerApeaker System
Optimus'-40

by Realistic

Save $60

69Each
Reg. 129.95 Each
Long-throw 8" woofer,
10" passive radiator
and 2" liquid-cooled
tweeter are acoustically aligned for trueto-life sound. 26 x
141/2 x 107 #40-2040

CB With Channel 9/19 Priority
TRC-422A by Realistic

Save
$100

College Football
Major Collage Football Scares
Saturday's Games
LIST
Boston College 46, Morgan St. 12
W Virginia $5, Ohio U.3
SOUTH
Appalachian St. 27, Wake Forest 25
Clemson 44,W Carolina 10
E Kentucky 22,5. Tennessee St. 15
Florida 31, Milani, Fla. 3
Florida SL 47.5. Carolina M
Georgie 111, UCLA it
Grambling St. IS. Alcorn St.0
Jackson St. 21. Alabama St.0
Kentucky 31, Cent. Michigan 14
McNees'SL la, NW Laotians 13
MantrasSL V,Pliadesippi 17
Middle Term. 61 Savannah St. 0
Mississippi St 14, Tulane

Reg. 59.95

33% Off 291 95

\

"I-----S-COREBOARD

• Never rusts, rots or corrodes
- never needs painting
• Available in brown or whit

s/

Auto Racing

• Strong. durable wont scratch or dent

• Snaps on light
leak

WEEK-LONG
LABOR DAY

N. Iowa 34, Dreke 10
S. Illinoiltligi
lin
linocsT
u6

Reg. 399.95

Arkansas St. 31, Tenn.-Martin 0
California 19, Texas AIN 17
N. Texas St. 32, W. Texas St. 3
Southern Meth. 24, Louisville 6
Teinu-E1 Paso X,New Mexico St. 9
Tulsa 34.San Diego St. 9
FAR WEST
Air Force 34, Colorado St. 13
Anions 50, Oregon St. 6
Fullerton St. 13, BoUe St. 10
Nev.-Las Vegas X,Nevada-Reno IS
14ew *mica 17, Utah?
Pacific U. 21,Omega 15
Washieglan St. V.Maltase SO.?
Weber SL 00.1W Minnesota 2.1
Wyoming 34.S Dakota 13

Control Set From
Across a Room!
Remote lets you scan or
change channels, adjust
volume, mute sound and
turn set on/off. #16-230
• Measured diagonally Battery lox remote extra

With CB you never drive "idone"! Switch takes
you instantly to Emergency Ch.9 and Highway
Info Ch. 19. LED channel display, lighted S/RF
meter. #21-1503 With mounting hardware

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/book Stogy or Dealer Nearest You
Southold* Center
10
,
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Murray students qualify for financial awards
Ann A. Mills, Madisonville; Carla Williams
Parish, Calvert City; Roy
Glen Ringstaff Jr., Murray; Sheri Smith,
Paducah; Teresa Gayle

Tarter, Greenville; Ted
Walker, Clinton;
Margaret A. Wilson, Fancy Farm; and Dara
Lynne Schneller,
Louisville.

MSU Physics Chapter recognized
The Murray State
University chapter of the
Society of Physics
Students (SPS) is one of
31 recognized as Outstanding SPS Chapters for
1982-83.
Zone councilors
representing the SPS National Council designated
the outstanding chapters
from a total of 509 in the
United States and
Canada.
Dr. Don D. Duncan,
associate professor of
physics, is the PSP advisor at Murray State for
a chapter that is nearing
a membership of 300.
The awards program of

SPS was originated in
.1978 to give recognition to
student chapters for their
work in the promotion of
physics through their
chapters.
Among the activities
sponsored by the Murray
State chapter in 1982-83
were a series of orientation meetings and lectures, as well as special
and social events and
several other special activities.
The Murray State
chapter of Sigma Pi
Sigma, the national
physics honor society
within the SPS, has also
received commendations

for Less • Wei-Mart Sells to. Less • Wailkila,t Sells for Less • Wal Mart Sells tor

for its program.
Among 335 chapters nationwide, it was one of 65
commended in 1979 and
one of only six commended in 1982. The Sigma Pi
Sigma chapter at Murray
State was installed in
1963.

NEW SHOW — Rick Jonardi, left, and Sam Burrage will be featured in "People Beat" on WPSD-TV.

MILK FED
NEW YORK (AP) —
The highest recorded
level of milk production
from a dairy cow is 200
pounds a day. But no
"People Beat" is retur- ed nightly basis, beginnmammal can match the
average estimated output ning to WPSD-TV's ing Monday, Sept. 19, at
of a whale — 1,300 Pounds "Newsbeat Tonight" 10 p.m.
newscasts on an expandChannel 6 has named
a day.
veteran reporter Sam
Burrage and field producer Rick Jonardi as the
Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart
producers of the popular
series, which was seen on
a regular basis for some
three years and on an intermittent basis during
the past three years.
"People Beat" is
described as a perfect example of the so-called
"Good News" often lacking in the everyday happening making news.
SP
Burrage and Jonardi will
be traveling throughout
the coverage area of Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee
and Missouri for inter••
V.
••
•
views with interesting
•• • •
••• ••••
.
••
•
• •
and extraordinary peo.•
."—•••••—"'‘,
•
••••
ple.
• •
•
••
•••
Burrage is a native
•
•••
•
••
•••
•••
Paducahan who has spent
••
•••
14 years as a WPSD-TV
Save 22%
news reporter and anGingham Check
chor, with a special talent
•65% Polyester, 35% cotton
for unusual and in•44-45 Inches wide •',6', 8.
teresting feature stories
'/4" and 1" Checks 'Many colors
•*.
to choose from •Machine wash
and dry •Reg 1 77 yard

'People Beat'show returning

Sale Prices Good Thru 9/1 1/83
641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. Noon-6
759-9995
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Save 32%
Antique Album Solids

Save 20%
Antique Album Prints

Save 15%
Trigger

•100% Cotton •45- Wide
'Choose from coordinating
solids that match the
Antique Album prints,
reversible quilts, and
pillow squares •Machine
wash & dry •Reg. 2.77
yard

•100% Cotton •44-45"
Wide *Coordinating cotton
prints for quilting & home
decorating 'Machine wash
& dry 'Reg. 2.97 yard

•65°/0 Polyester. 35% cotton
•45 In. wide •A great durable
back to school fabric 'Basic
colors 'Machine wash & dry
•Reg. 2.77 yard

11137Yard

11

\

2.33

\

for I •

•111;
• OW aff •Is

=EOM

sells

Mary Gail Fletcher,
Paducah; Gregory Alan
Hollamon, Marion; Lisa
Ann Jarrett, Benton; and
Pamela S. Matlick, Murray.

MIPMIMMIM

.Wal-Mart

the quality of students
entering our programs,"
said Koch.
Dr. Gary Boggess,
dean of the College of Environmental Sciences,
said the number of
students entering the
teacher education program in mathematics
and science has increased significantly in the
past two years. He attributed the increase to
the incentive loan program.
Students had to have
sophomore standing or
above to qualify for the
loans. Selection was also
based on grade point
averages, performances
on aptitude tests and on
recommendations.
Students who were successful in the competition
for the funds were:
Martha Jo Ashley,
Paducah; Angela Sharlet
Clark, Wingo; Kathy
Boyd Cummins, Murray;

Yard

.87Yard

Save 20%
Antique Album
Pillow Squares

Save 15%
Antique Album
Reversible Quilts

•100% Cotton •45" Wide
'Makes a 16'•x16" pillow
*Choice of 3 color
combinations, which all
coordinate with Antique
Album prints, solids and
reversible quilts 'Machine
wash & dry
'Reg. 1 48 per panel

•Face & back 100%
cotton; Fill 100%
polyester •45" Wide
•Reversible quilts that go
perfectly with Antique
Album prints, solids and
pillow squares 'Machine
wash warm & dry
'Reg 6 27 yard

1.18

Per
Panel

.41111.

Save 16%
Dusty Prints

Dusty Prints
Reversible Quilts

•50% Polyester. 50%
Rayon' •45" Wide
'Delicate coordinate prints
in dusty shades for a
pretty fall outfit 'Machine
wash & dry
•Reg. 2.37 yard

'Face & back.50%
polyester, 50% Rayon'
•Fill- 100% polyester •45"
Wide •Coordinates with
Dusty prints •Machine
wash & dry

5.2,4
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5.32
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Fuse and Fold
Interfacing

Reg. 88c
Solo
78C

•11
/
4 or 1/
1
2 Inch stable
non-woven fusable
interfacing •1 /
1
4"x9.9• or
1/
1
2"x9 9 Ft 'No
marking, no cutting, no
waste interfacing *Simple
way for any home saver
to interface
'No P103 and P104

.1•011

Reg. 57'

Sale

41c

Glinting Needles
'Assorted sizes 'Ideal
for quilting and hand
sewing projects
•Nos. 7330, 7331,
7332

)

.9.•••••••••

$1

Save 24%
"Skip Free"
Machine Needles

'Size 11 for line fabric.
size 14 for medium fabric
•F or preventing skipped stitches
on most fabrics 'No 696
'Reg 132

WALMANY
. 'II AMMON MENCSANOOS POUCY-5.out intrilion o hro• every ova.
hese *WS st SIMS H0,04"Alr, Ode to any unfor••••n reeeon in actverteeet dem s801 *vale*
tor purchase Wieleart we ewea Ran Cheat on request for It* seterchendoe to se put
c.1•1•14 ii ••• $ot pm., whenever eretetet or ell NW you a Iande 'tern at •competes@
reduction st oral We'New Me flit to Wet quantities

2

Pkgs.$1111
Save 19%
Poly Braid Elastic

'Polyester/rubber •1 x30".
'81' 2 yd
xl yd or
x2 yd *White only
•Reg 62c each

WAL•MART

involving people. Jonardi
has been with the station
for two years and
previously was executive
producer for PM
Magazine. He has also
worked as field producer
for PM Magazine in Lansing, Mich., aril has considerable experience as a
news photographer.
The "People Beat"
team is going to travel in
a custom-designed van
with the "smiling face"
logo which has been
designed to fit the theme
of the series.
In addition, Burrage
and Jonardi are accepting ideas from viewers
who may know of a person or event which would
make an unusually interesting story. Story
ideas may be mailed to:
People Beat, WPSD-TV,
P.O. Box 1197, Paducah,
Ky., 42001. Ideas which
are chosen and used on
the air will win a "People
Beat" T-shirt for the person submitting the idea.

Arabic Bibles shipped
to parts of the world

NEW YORK, N.Y. —
Shipments of 5,900 Arabic
Bibles are now on their
way to the Middle East
and North Africa from
Korea to help meet a
growing demand for
God's Word throughout
the region, the American
Bible Society reports.
Americans who are
supporting the Bible
cause helped make the
production and forthcoming distribution of these
Scriptures possible.
Further cargoes, totalling over 19,000 New
Testaments in a recent
Arabic translation,
together with a consignment of Bibles, are also
awaiting shipment to
points within the area.
Some of the Scriptures
are for delivery to Egypt.
A number of rural chur-

ches run summer youth
programs with the same
goals as American's
Vacation Bible Schools
and need Scriptures for
their young people.
Other youngsters are
coming to know the
Gospel message through
Bible Society contests in
which they are rewarded
with a Bible or Testament.
There is a commitment
to supply Lebanon with
over 3 million copies in
1983.
The remainder of the
Arabic Bibles are destined for distribution in the
West Bank and Gaza
Strip.
The American Bible
Society was founded 167
years ago to make the
Word of God accessible to
people everywhere.

Traffic death toll lower
for Labor Day Holiday

.11111TMEMMALIEEE.

••

A total of 15 Murray
State University students
have qualified for financial awards under a new
Kentucky Department of
Education incentive program.
Designed to help
alleviate the shortage of
mathematics and science
teachers in the state, the
program pays students
$2,500 per year up to a
maximum of $7,500.
The awards are made
in the form of a loan, with
the debt later forgiven if
the recipients teach
mathematics or science
in Kentucky schools.
The number of awards
made to Murray State
students this year is more
than double the amount
received in 1982, according to Dr. Mel Koch.
dean of the College of
Human Development and
Learning.
The high number of
awards is a indication of

By The Associated Press
Two people have been
killed in traffic accidents
on Kentucky highways
over the Labor Day
weekend reporting
period, according to Kentucky State Police
reports.
The death total is far
below the 1982 Labor Day
holiday total of 17. For
the year, 501 people have
been killed on Kentucky
roadways, compared
with 566 through the same
date last year.
The Labor Day reporting period ends at midnight.
Billy J. Stewart, 20, of
Hiatt in Rockca.stie County, was killed Sunday
when his motorcycle collided with a car on Kentucky 112 in Price in
Floyd County. Police said
that Stewart's cycle went
out of control rounding a
curve, crossed the center
line and struck on oncoming vehicle.
Allen Ray Church, 26,
of Corbin, died Saturday
in what police termed a
hit-and-run accident on

Interstate 75 about six
miles south of Corbin.
According to police,
Church had pulled his
motorcycle into the
emergency lane of the interstate when he was
struck by a car.

J?wish leader
predicts'new
cooperation'
NEW YORK (AP) —
An Orthodox Jewish
leader predicts a "new
climate of cooperation"
between Lutherans and
Jews as a result of recent
Lutheran statements rejecting anti-Semitic
writings of 16th century
reformer Martin Luther.
Rabbi Walter Wurzburger, who represented
the Synagogue Council of
America at a conference
on "Luther, Lutheranism
and Jews" in Stockholm,
Sweden, said Lutheran
leaders "urged their coreligionists all over the
world to disavow all antiJewish statements" in
Luther's writings.
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ing television programs.
The 34-year-old Miss
Duvall has just completed filming 15 50minute episodes of
"Faerie Tale Theatre"
for the pay-TV service
Showtime.
Aided by such stars as
Vincent Price, Elliott

Gould and Jean
Stapleton, Miss Duvall
has been turning out
"fairy tales with a
sophisticated sense of
humor."
"I've been told I inspire
trust in others," Miss
Duvall says in the current
issue of People magazine.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•••

1 Measuring
device
6 Take
unlawfully
11 Aboriginal
12 Wooden
hammer
14 Teutonic
deity.
15 Shut up
17 Pulverize
18 Greek letter
20 Prepared
23 Spanish for
-river
24 Secluded
valley.
26 Metal strands
28 Preposition
29 Scoff
31 Jumping
33 Units Of
Portuguese
currency
35 Court order
36 Sponsors
39 Remains
42 River in
Siberia
43 Brand
45 Lamb s pen
name
46 Emerge
victorious
48 Lance
50 Stilt,
51 Redact
53 Periods of
time
55 French article
56 Commit to
writing
59 Walks
61 Mediterranean vessel
62 Chairs

1 Carnivorous
mammal
2 Latin
conjunction
3 Gratuity
4 Without end
5 Renovate
6 Symbol for
samarium
7 Symbol for
tantalum
8 Shade tree
9 Winglike
10 Injury
11 Wants
13 Strip of
leather
16 Caudal
appendage
19 Wide awake
21 Attracted
22 Periods of
time
25 Condescendmg looks
27 Malice

F1

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A
CU 13
MOM MUMU MO
M MEMO HOU
U0 MUM OMB
MUU MUM MU
=OM MUM M
A OCOMO
MOOD A'
CUM OMUM
MU ODOR UMM
UM DOME MO
QUO MOO U
OM MUM MEM

ENS

AREA

30 Disturbances
32 Country of
Europe
34 Break
suddenly
36 Force
37 Stays
38 Pintail duck
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For Abby's updated, revised and expanded booklet,
"How to Be Popular" — for people ,of all ages —
send $2, plus a long, self-addressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

DEAR ABBY: To "The Children," whose father has inoperable cancer and his wife refuses to tell him:
Our family was in exactly the same situation years ago.
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DEAR CURIOUS: Send a registered letter to the
firm from which you ordered the book, advising the
firm that the book was not received. If your letter is
ignored, notify your postmaster. It is not illegal for
an adult to order (or receive) sexually oriented
material through the mail.

DEAR TORN: Sell the furs and give the proceeds
to your local animal shelter. And consider yourself
lucky to have such a caring, sensitive husband.
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DEAR ABBY: I hope you can give me a confidential
reply through your column because I do not want to
disclose my name. I sent a check to a mail-order firm for a
sex manual — one of those "how to" books that one sees
advertised in catalogs. My check was cashed, but I never
received the book or a refund.
Is it illegal to order or receive such a book through the
mail? Would the post office have confiscated it'? Or do you
think I was ripped off? I have the name and address of
the firm.
I guess it wasn't really pornography, but rather a
medical manual.(No pictures were advertised.),
Maybe I should explain why I ordered it so you won't
think I'm some kind of pervert. I'm an adult married man
who is too embarrassed to discuss such things with a
doctor and too self-conscious to go into a bookstore and
buy such a book off the shelf.
CURIOUS YELLOW

DEAR ABBY: I have just inherited some beautiful furs
— a mink coat, a leopard jacket and a silver fox muff and
hat. They are gorgeous! My husband is an animal lover
and can't stand the sight of fur garments. He says it
makes him both sad and furious when he thinks of the
way the animals died.
Should I wear them anyway, or give them away?
TORN
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DEAR ABBY: You printed a letter from a bride-to-be
who worried about what part her best friend ia man)could
play in her wedding ceremony.
I am a woman attorney married to a Lutheran minister.
There was no question in my mind as to who my best
friend was when I married, so I had my brother at my
side during the ceremony.
The church bulletin listed my brother as "Bride's
Attendant," while my husband's best man was listed as
"Groom's Attendant." Once we got past the jokes about
what color dress my brother would wear, we created a
beautiful ceremony.
NORTH CAROLINA

DEAR BABY: Thank you for an important message. I checked your facts, and they are accurate.
Readers who do not know in which district they
reside, or who their representative is, should look
in their telephone directory under "U.S. Government." Listed there will be "Congress." Any congressional office will be able to tell you who your
congressman is and how to write to him.
Your congressman is your elected representative.
Let him know that you want this inequity corrected.
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: If you want to do a good deed, please
print the following message:
If you are drawing Social Security and were born in
1917, 1918, 1919, 1920 or 1921 (called "the notch years"),
you are being unjustly penalized by receiving lower benefits than those born prior to and after the above-mentioned
years. For example, if you worked until you were 65 before
starting to draw Social Security, you are receiving about
$100 less in your monthly check than those born before
1917 or after 1921.
A bill in Congress to correct this unfair situation (HR5469) failed to make the committee and died at the end of
the 1982 session.
If you are in this age group, write to your congressman
requesting that this bill be reintroduced, or a new bill be
introduced to correct this unfair situation.
NOTCH-YEAR BABY

ACROSS

P

Mom refused to tell Dad, and we reluctantly went along
with it. I will always regret that decision.
AN a result, we all acted like nothing was seriously
wrong with Dad. Meanwhile, he grew sicker and sicker.
We created a false atmosphere of hope and optimism that
was more painful than the real one.
No honest or meaningful conversations ever took place
because no one admitted that there was anything wrong.
I'm sure Dad knew he was dying, but he held back so as
to prolong Mom's avoidance of reality.
What a terrible, terrible loss! We could have comforted
each other, cried and hugged and spoken what was in our
hearts and minds, but we didn't.
I'm glad you advise people to be honest with each other
in such situations. It's the only way.
TOO LATE FOR US

Movie actress turns to TV fairy tales
LOS ANGELES ( AP
— Actress Shelley
Duvall, who has made a
name for herself in
movies including
The
"Nashville" and
Shining," finds an
agreeable element of
make-believe in her
latest endeavor, produc-
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1983

WOW!WHAT AN EYEFUL!
THAT'S AN OUTFIT ONLY
A DOG WOULD WEAR!
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE
AN EYEFUL OF THIS?
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JON MUST BE CLEANING
EATING GRATE.
WONDER WNAT GRATES
AR & FOR,ANYWAY

OBVIOUSLY,THEY'RE TO KEEP
ONE'S I-1005E FROM EATING
ONE'S CAT
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make a good impresario. You
What kind of day will tomor- PISCES
have management ability and
row be? To find out what the ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
stars say, read the forecast The accent is on love and will succeed in business. An
given for your birth sign.
togetherness, but remember interest in the arts sometimes
to fulfill career obligations. leads you to design, acting and
ARIES
Couples make important deciliterature. You work well with
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
sions now.
Focus special attention on YOU BORN TODAY like groups and have a good sense
the job. Avoid irrelevant lArge l
enif
would of social responsibility.
distractions and you'll make
important strides. Hold fast to
standards.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) 6°67
Be consistent in dealings%
with offspring. Pleasure pursuits are favored, if you keep
1. Legal Notice
1. Legal Notice
expenses down. Don't jeopardize credit.
IN THE CALLOWAY
GEMINI
CIRCUIT COURT
( May 21 to June 20)
Civil Action File No.83-CI-094
A loved one may distract
Kentucky Finance Co., Inc., Plaintiff vs.
you from a self-appointed
Doug Underhill, Defendant.
task. Know how to say no
Notice Of Sale
Domestic
moves
politely.
Notice is hereby given that the Sheriff will
must be well thought out.
offer for sale to the highest and best bidder
CANCER
the following described personal property
(June 21 to July 22)
pursuant to the Calloway Circuit Court's
You may gloss over details
Order dated May 27, 1983:
now. Don't procrastinate but
1975 Pontiac,Serial No. 2K57S5P177149
determine to do your best.
This property will be sold on a cash basis
Communications with others
are accented.
at the Courthouse door at 1:00 p.m., on
LEO
Monday,Sept. 12, 1983.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
David Balentine,Sheriff
Home shopping is favored,
Calloway County,Kentucky
but wasting money on unnecessary extravagances is
IN THE CALLOWAY
not. Don't take risks.
CIRCUIT COURT
VIRGO
np
Civil Action File NO.3024
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You're better off handling
Bonnie Carol Winchester, Plaintiff, vs. Billy
things yourself, as others may
Dean Winchester, Defendant.
be lax in fulfilling comNotice Of Sale Pursuant To
mitments. A relative seems
ICRS 424 And 428
short-sighted.
Notice is hereby given that the Sheriff will
LIBRA
offer for sale to the highest and best bidder
JR-rel
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
the following described personal property as
Be careful of what you say.
payment on the judgment of the Plaintiff:
You could let some news,
1965 Buick,Serial No. 454695X1401411.
which was to be kept confidenThis property will be sold on a cash basis
tial, slip out. Attend to unat the Courthouse door at 1:00 p.m., on
finished tasks.
Monday,Sept. 12, 1983.
SCORPIO
David Balentine,Sheriff
*
(Oct. 23to Nov.21) Mt
Calloway County,Kentucky
Social life should be lowkey. Have fun with others
without overspending. Others
2. Notice
2. Notice
ask for your assistance. Some
4
join a club.
• Copy a n d
SAGITTARIUS
atiAis.
Jim Sifter & Jerry
al Restoration work. in
(Nov.72 to Dec.21) '‘
Henry will be in air
CARTER STDIO
Conservative tactics are
showroom from 6:30213
8298 190 MAIN
best careerwise. Luck comes
8:00 Mon., Tess.,
to you, but avoid controversial
Then., Fri.
MINI FARM
or unconventional moves toPURDOM
day.
3-4 bedrooms, old
MOTORS, INC.
CAPRICORN
store building and
Olds-Peet.-Cod.-kick
Dec.fltoJan. 19) 3
4
several
You'll be around sane staid
types now and should keep
outbuildings.
Nave 5 minutes?
outlandish opinions to
759-4444 for
miles S.W. of
Gil
yourself. Travel and cultural
Murray. Asking
inspirational
an
interests are highlighted.
18,500, will
message t
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
...4V4
consider any
brighten you day.
You're in the mood to
offer. Call 753tap
Children's
restructure your investment
6098
after 4:30
759-4445.
portfolio. Friends, though,
have risky suggestions which
p.m.
shouldn't be followed.
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2. Notice

9. Situation Wanted

Lyndia Cochran Dance
and Gymnastics Studio
Register for fall
classes. Ages 4 and up.
Call 753 4.647

Will do odd jobs around
the house and yard Call
753 6392.
Will do sewing of any
kind in my home.
759 1989.

6. Help Wanted

10. Business Opportunity

SPEECH LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGIST
Full-time position with National Health Corporation in
Modisonville, Ky. Provide
diagnostics ond therapy in
two skilled nursing
facilities. Will consider CFYSP or CCC-SP. For further
information call Joanne
Gray, M.S., CCC-SP, Director, Communication
Disorders Services, Notional
Health Corporation, 615896-5921, or write Notional Heolth Corporation,
P.O. Box 1398, Murfreesboro, Tenn. 37130.

Couple would like to
purchase a business in
Murray Area. If you
are interested in selling (in strict confidence) reply to P.O.
Box 307, Murray, KY
42071.

31
E 31F
il X

16. Home Furnishings

29, Heating-Cooling

43. Real Estate

General electric stove,
good condition. All
burners and oven work.
Call 436-2968.
Two half beds with box
springs and mattresses,
$50 each. three 4x5 ft
chalk boards, large
braided rug,dresser
with mirror,Chair that
makes a bed. Call
753-4707 or 753 1602.

Used air conditioners.
We also repair and buy
air conditioners. Call
753-9104.

Charming two bedroom
home on a pretty 10 acre
plot. House has
fireplace and is neat
and clean Good storage
buildings, one with a
fireplace and one has a
fruit cellar. Lots of
extras including a barn
and pond. Call KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753
1222.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Filter Queen with power
nozzle and all the
attachments. Perfect
condition 1 years writ
ten guarantee $175, See
at Murray Vacuum
Center Sales & Service
201 N. 5th.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

STROUT
REALTY

33. Rooms for Rent
Girls rooms for rent. 1
block from University.
Call 753 1812 or 759 9580.

34. Houses for Rent

Loa Ansi Philpot 753-6143
Wayne Wilson
753-5016
Joe L. Kennon
436-5676
Coldwater
load
1t12
Murray, Kientocky 42071
(502)13-0116
Anyhow'
Ail. KENNON
Broker
Licensed 8, tondrid

50. Used Trucks
1972 CJ 5 Jeep After 6
p m phone 435 4499
1978 Jeep Renagade
$3500 Call 753 1205
Pickup truck liner, fits
1982 and 1983 Ford
Ranger long bed Call
753 5384 after 5 p m

51. Campers
loft Shasta. Icebox,
stove with oven, good
condition 51500. 753-2902
before 3 p m.
1972 16ft camper. Self
contained, stove, re
frigerator, shower, wa
ter heater 51150 Call
753 3629,
Motor Home Cruise Air,
26ft., roof air, generator, storage pod, 17,000
miles, excellent condi
tion $11,900. 436-2181.

2 BR, 3 miles out on
641S. Available now.
753-6963 or 753-0430.
11. Instruction
Brass fireplace screen
52. Boats-Motors
8 3/4 interest, $2,000
With
glass doors $50.
Guitar lessons all types.
down.
$20,000 per year. Work- Classical,
one
acre
or
9
14ft. fishing boat all
pops, 436-2628.
room, 2 bath, 307 North 44. Lots for Sale
ing offshore oil drilling country, etc.
equipment. 40hp John
Ex- Golf cart, 1976 Harley
7th. 436-5489 or 901 642and riverboats. Every- perienced
son trailer. Days call
and re- Davidson, gas, good
5244.
thing needed to start. ferences.
Call 753-3686
1 acre land, septic 753-2252, nights 753-6132.
condition.
1-901-642-9388
Mail three dollars to:
Brick house on Old 641, water and electric,
before 9 p.m.
Offshore Publishing Piano lessons given. I
53. Services Offered
1/2 mile south of Almo 30x60 cement founda
bachelor
degree
have
in
King automatic wood Heights. 3 BR, dining
P.O. Box 973 Murray,
tion
and
slab.
Cash
or
education.
music
Call
heater deluxe cabinet, room, kitchen, den,
Ky. 42071.
Suzanne Fern 762-6296.
lift up cook surface top, carport. $200 monthly, land contract. $6,000
Need a semi retired
Call 436-2262.
brick lined firebox, cast $500 deposit. 753-5618.
man to start im- 13. For Sale or Trade
LOT IN SHERWOOD
iron
doors
and
grates.
mediately as a store
FORREST - Nice
manager. Must have Six row Massey Fergu- $249 . 99 Wallen 37. Livestock-Supplies
wooded residential lot
good personality, be son corn header, also a Hardware Paris.
New tires, 15in. wide, 24 black cows, 26 calves, (100'x300'). Located on
dependable and trust- winch for jeep. 435-4593.
6.00/15.50-15. $100. a 2 white face bulls, cows Nottingham Drive. A
worthy. Would like
pair. 753-3648 after 6 will start calving again good buy at ONLY
someone with sales 14. Want to Buy
All types roofing,
in middle of February $4,900. KOPPE RU D
experience and Used Mobile
REALTY - 753-1222.
Homes.
$13,000, 753-3625.
local references. Free
knowledde of electrical Morris Mobile Homes, Pine 2x4 8ft. long 90
Estimates. All work
motor repair. Sala°, 502-527-1362.
cents. Pine 1x4 8ft. long Horses boarded, stalls
and pasture space
plus commission. 011
45 cents. 435-4494.
guaranteed.
Days
46.
Homes
for
Sale
available.
$20. per
Kirby Sales & Service 15. Articles for Sale
Remington 870 pump month. 753 3010, 759
753-6581, nights
759 - 4801 for more
ASSUMABLE
LOAN!!
10in. Craftsman table shotgun 12 gauge with 9360.
759-1859.
information.
This charming three
saw. Never used. Also modified choke barrel
bedroom
brick
is lust
We have one of the
$185.
753-2708.
38.
Pets-Supplies
Sears 3 1/2hp. go-cart.
waiting to be occupied APPLIANCE SER
largest lists of job
Call 753-9208 after 4 Slabs and Sawdust. Also 1 1/2 year
Parrot by a growing family. VICE. Kenmore,
old
employment for Westobacco
sticks. 224-2342.
p.m.
and cage $125. 489-2440 It's just now on the Westinghouse,
tern Ky in your area.
Steel leg set and between 8a.m.-8p.m.
market and owner is Whirlpool. 21 years
Send $2.50 to: RLS Job AM-FM radio and CB
Service PO Box 769 combination factory casters, assembled, for AKC registered Chinese leaving town. It is experience. Parts and
Delco equipment for Sears power tools, 1980 Pugs. Call 437-4478.
located in the Southwest Service, Bobby Hopper
Eddyville, Ky. 42038.
Chevrolet Corvette, unit Olds Omega, 1977 Ford
School District bi-/4 has Bob's Appliance Ser•
only no speakers $125. LTD. See at 1666 -Ryan Chesapeake Bay retri- city water and cablevi
vice 202 S. 5th St.
SALES-MONEY
Puppies,
ever
AKC
Ave.
Call 753-8078.
sion. Call your realtor 7 5 3 • 4 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 8 8 8 6
Registered.
$75.00.
Call
MEN- WOMEN
at Century 21 Lorettb (home).
Central air unit. Best Tandem axle 2 stall 753-4106.
horse trailer $1100. 753(26 years or older)
Jobs Realtors 753 1492 Air Conditioner Central
offer. 489-2897.
Nein heretic Children,
today.
air, Refrigeration, 24
43. Real Estate
FOR SALE. New 2517.
onlindted beds, travel,
Charming 2 bdrm. hour service and repair,
shipment of desks, Turbo charging kit for
A beautiful, wooded, frame, large garden Reasonable rates, 436
wort bard & make $25,000
chairs, and file small block Chevy. Best
rolling, 36 acres is yours spot, fruit trees, spac
to $40,000 a year
5536.
cabinets. Folding tables offer. Also chrome
for the buying! Over ious fenced backyard,
coonaiissioa. Call 800-126Air conditioners,
and chairs. Van seats spoke wheels for Chevy.
1,000 feet of Highway nice quiet neighborCall 753-8490.
4875 or 800.826-4126.
and Computer tables
washers, dryers,
121 South road frontage
hood, convenient to freezers and reROSS & SONS SALV- Weight-Watchers! Best
Approximately
eight
M.S.U., schools and frigerators repaired.
AGE, Martin, TN 38237, diet plan ever. Lose 10
9. Situation Wanted
miles from Murray. shopping. Take a look at
phone 901-587-2420.
pounds a week
Residential and corn
Ideal
subdivision
pro805 N. 18th. Call KOP
Gramma will babysit 80 Used carpet, 1 black Satisfaction or money
merical. Call Sure Fix,
perty.
Roberts
Realty,
PERUD REALTY, 753 759-1322.
cents an hour. 759-1640.
tweed recliner chair, 1 back. Send three dollars 753-1651.
1222.
I will do babysitting in twin wicker headboard. to. Diet Plan, Box 973,
Appliance repair work
Comfortable 3 BR brick all brands. Specialize in
my home anytime. Re• Call 753-8234 after 5 Murray, Ky. 42071.
with
carport
and 8x20 Tappen. Call 753 5341 or
asonable rates. 753-7414.
p.m.
Wood for sale. $22.50
storage room. Large 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
rick delivered. Also
kitchen, living room,
build plank fences. 492Asphalt driveways and
bath and ahalf, utility parking
8979 after 5p.m.
lots sealed by
Appointments made
room. Central heat and Sears.
For free es
Wood for sale. Call
for
your convenience. air on approximately 1 timates call 753.2310.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
753 5463 or 753-0144.
1/2 acres. 3 miles from
Full time sales
1 P.M.
town. City water. For Bob's Home Improveassociates
evening
LOCATION: 13 miles south of Kenlake State Re- 26. TV-Radio
appointment call 753- ment and General Con
tracting. 20 years exphones.
8289.
sort Park, 13 miles east of Murray,
perience,
Ames McCarty . . . 153-2249 Wooded lot ap- carpentry, additions,
painting,
KY on Kentucky Lake near Irvin
proximately
100 x 100 concrete work,
Theresa Keight . . 753-7721
SATELUTE
near
city
Cobb Resort.
limit, $2,500. aluminum awnings
and
Joyce Betsworth . 753-9300 Lot on Stadium
ANTENNA
View trailer skirting. Wall
Clay
Spam
153-2517
Drive zoned for multi
Enjoy over 100
papering
done by Paper
SIX OUTSTANDING WATERFRONT
ABU leIuart
153-2471 housing (5 units), $10, Dolls paper hanging
channels on your
900. Call Spann Realty
LAKE LOTS
Louise
Baker..
Call 753 4501 after 5 pm.
153-2409
TV.
Associates, 753 7724.
bees Grim
FIVE BEAUTIFUL LAKE LOTS
7534391
Three Bedroom Brick,
153-5725
PrtilICS DIM
Installation
Early Bird
OVERLOOKING THE WATER
maple trees, on 1 1/2
acre. 1 1/2 bath, outDiscount 10%
Sales-Service
Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, & 6
OWNER URGES OF
building. Five miles
We Finance!
Roof Problems?
Fli,,,• so ‘%„itci hoot lot lia‘c 12 to 1; pi-taunt slopt• to the
FERS - Here is your North of Murray. Call
water .1114.1 ale \k 10141111 a (11,1111t tile hest hits .4‘.111.1111e 4111 hen chance to buy SIX acres 753-6911.
tin Is 1.ake toda‘ Flies are los att•t1 \sell bask horn the main
with 30 x 40 building
Clayton's TV
t. hannel and from the best %...11 14,1111(1 deep %%.111.1 011 Kellwith adjacent well plus 47. Motorcycles
753-7575
f Ili Iss Lake
1 best- its sar \ hoot approsiniatt•l). 11 000
approximately 2,000
1977 Honda 750 Chopper
pines planted three
SWIM(' leet up to 15 4011 squat.- feet Wall tilt e'keept1011 4if
good condition $1000.
Get a second opinion.
years
ago. Call Century
ow- lot Ilics all base from 7S feet lip to 1 -It) feet 11-4,11tage
Trade or best offer.
28. Mobile Home Rentals 21 Loretta
Jobs Real- 474-2342.
Free Estimates. Ex011 tile Vkatel
Two bedroom trailer tors today at 753-1492 to
cellent references.
Lots 7 Through 11
1977
Yamaha
IT
175
near Murray. No pets. get more details on this
nit,lot 5,44 limn I I 500.aiii,ii,• feet it p to 21 000 s(piare Call
Call
Call
492
after
8637
5
TREMENDOUS buy.
489-2611.
feet 1 lies las lesel to genth 0411111114 and .ire all \sell
o.m.
Hugh Outland
drained IA,10.111(1 1 1 are lot Med dilectl‘ }whin(' lots one
S.
759-1718 759-1135

24. Miscellaneous
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and six each Itasca restorable t Ann
"nos %%ell located properts is mils 13 v.atei miles smith of
kenlakt. State Resort Park and 16 lodes north 1)1 Parrs L
tog State l'.trk ion Stitrair Creek. Jost oil til Blood Riser There
are 411 abundant col commeir ial docks in the immediate '.44 tilts named‘ Blood Riser Ls iinliiii•t Resort. ‘Vildcat
Creek, Ken Shores \farina. and Paiadise dos..k as \sell as,
the stmt.(141411 Ilk ated .it ke111.1ke. .1111.1 Pall., 1.11111111g
Neark sh,pplog areas Atm lies st hook and other tar ill ties. Amin; \salt an tAtellerit blacktop Itiglissa4 to the pi operts . make this not Isnl a %en desirable sacat14111 site, hilt
ideal for \ ear-round is tug
There is a set 01 \ cr.% reasonably restrictions on these lots
and .4 cop% is as ailable at shun rt•(itiest, or ,oti ittst refer to
a recorded plat. In in Cobb Itemirt Sok...11\1,00o. Colt 1. a,
recorded ill 1)eedbook 1.59. Card 654, Plat 1.15. Page 38.(:t.
loss-,is Colint Court Clerk Office. Slums\ , Kentock%

TERMS: 20 percent down day of sale with balance on
delivery of deed within 30 days.
OWNERS: Tommy Carroll.lack Kennedy.
i

_

C
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REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
sii Pans fload
\la\ held, kentur ks -12066
Phone 5021 217-1.3.S.5

49. Used Cars

I AS
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Enjoy a Short, Inexpensive Fall
Vacation With Pen nyrile Tours
Oct. 20-23 Fall In The Smokies
Oct. 21-23 Chattanooga Choo Choo
Oct. 29-30 Memphis (Visit Graceland Home of Elvis Presley) Mud Island
For Information Call or Write: Ruth
Blackwood, Tour Represenotive, Pennyrile
Tours, 203 South 8th St., Murray, KY

42071.
p.

FOR SALE
Enjoy the charm of country living close to
town. Three bedrooms, two bath home is
beautifully decorated and has lots of
convenient built-ins. Economical wood
stove in family area. Reduced to $28,000.
Phone

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

e'll pay you $5 to try RANGER••
This coupon worth five dollars toward purchase of
one pair of RANGER SAFETY SHOES at "Vemon's"1"
oW

P
.

1955 Oldsmobile 88 in
good condition. Needs
engine repair for sale or
trade. 492-8869.
1964 Chevrolet Impala 4
door, very good condi
tion $900, 753-5311 before
3p.m. or can be seen at
206 Riveria Tr, Cts.
1973 Ford Pinto wagon.
Engine needs some
repair. Asking $350
must sell. Call 436 2504
after 5 p.m.
1974 Opel Manta, Best
offer, 35 mpg. Phone
753-0372 after 6 p.m.
1974 Plymouth Sebring
Plus. Low mileage,
extra clean, new tires.
Phone 753-9229.
1976 Camero, extra
nice, power brakes and
steering, air, Days:
753 3372, nights. 7538124.
1976 Dodge Aspen good
condition 51450. 753-2533
or 753 9229.
1978 Burgandy Bonniville Brone Landau,
power windows, door
locks, lots of extras,
Local car. Call 436-2682_
1981 Olds Delta 88
Royale by owner. 4
door, gold color, ps/pb,
air, tilt wheel, cruise,
AM-FM, power seats,
diesel. Excellent condition, still in warranty.
753.7419 after 5 p.m.
1982 Datsun Maxium.
Showcase condition, 10,
000 miles, original owner. Call 7538287.

310 3CO

y
53:30

1979 GMC Sierri a
Grande 4x4 short wheel
base., AM FM stereo,
rally wheels, sliding
rear window, raised
letter tires, black with
Ted interior, 33,000
miles. Call 153-0445 9.5
p.m., 753 1580 after 6
p.m.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Bull dozing and backhoe
work
Call 437 4533
days, after 8 00p m
354 8161
Carpentry- Remodel
ing and addition work_
Also general home re
pair No job too large or
too small. 753-1654.
Concrete Block and
brick work. Large or
small jObS, garages,
basements, foun
dations. 753 5476.
Custom bushhogging
Call 474 8091

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
Carpentry.
perience
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
Nights and
estimates
answering service 474
1276 or days 753-6973

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873
Harmon & Malone
Remodeling
Complete
remodeling from
ground to rooftop Cer
tified Andersen Concept
IV contractor 753 0790,
492.8183, 436 2107.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

JIM DAY
Pointing
753-3716
* FREE.

*

Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial. Heating and
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
Need a sign painted?
Give us a call. Corn
mercial lettering and
designs
Free es
timates. Boat lettering
is our specialty
753-0631.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 0338

For Your Hauling
Needs - Sawdust,
Lime, White Rock,
Groin.
Coll 4924425
or 492-8485
Small Engine Shop Call
7 5 3 4 5 9 0 or 1 0 0 1
Glendale, Murray.
Fire Wood Seasoned oak,
Tree trim
ming and removing
hedges and shrubs
Free estimates
753 5476
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co RI 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026
W & W Sanitation
Service Pickup once a
week, $550 monthly
Also do hauling
Call
759 1050
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, painting,
carpentry and hauling
Also concrete work
753 2211 or 753 9600

I Mobile Nome Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

T.L.C. Maid Service
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

Tender Loving Care
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior,
reasonable rates. Call
Keith Black 753-6244
or 753-0839 for free
utimate....

I

Will haul
sand, lime,
masonary
Call Roger
4545.

white rock,
rip rap and
sand, coal.
Hudson 753-

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983

Free Estimates
759-9754

759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature.

DAILY GOLD & LVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
416.50 Yesterday
Opened Today 418.00 Opened Today
Up
1.50 Down
Comolbsents of:
GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

12.25
12.20
.05

We buy Gold, Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10-8 Daily,
12-5 Sunday.

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center
FULNESS AND YOUR SPINE
Before starting any exercise-fitness
program, have your spine checked
by your chiropractor. A thorough
exam establishes the health of
your spinal column, nervous system and musculo-skeletal network.
Chiropractic help brings body efficiency to such a high point that
it can meet the challenges of any
fitness program.
A spinal checkup includes: a
complete medical profile to determine your general health; a postural-spinal analysis and test of
the strength, sensation and reflexes
in legs and feet; X-ray (if neces-

sary) of your skeletal system, and
sometimes lab tests ul blood,
urine and saliva.
Chiropractic treatments then
correct any subluxated spinal or
pelvic segments which interfere
with normal function and fitness.
Brought to you as a community
service by Broeringmeyer

4 miles East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky.42071
Phone (502) 753-2962
Out of State 1-1100-626-33/16
Hours8 A.M.-5 P.M.
Monday Thru Friday

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.
7 -

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway Comity
Roscoe *ad

153-6952

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Th. carnet hider fir saki
.ad service la Murray sad
Cellewey Clarity 102

cu.4.4

753-8181

ais-vas

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum end Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Police
911

ato
Quality.. Service
Compon;,
Hearing and Air
Co,ndirioni r/ g
Sores So/es ond
Aitadern
Se's ice
Sheer Metal
Ser
,ice Deparrments

753-9290
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

50. Used Traks
of

:ins
rill

I

.

Paper Dolls
Paper Hangers
F., NA v•oom

Free Estimates
Vibro Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

902'334Q,

-• r41

Poison
Control
53-7588
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Commander says Lebanese forces prepared

OBITUARIES
Edgar Karnes Mr. Lampkins'
dies; funeral funeral rites
on Tuesday
held on Sunday
Edgar M. Karnes, 78,
Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, died
Sunday at 8:57 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was a
retired carpenter and
farmer.
The deceased was a
member of Bethel Baptist
Church and of Briensburg
Lodge No. 401 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born Nov. 26, 1904, he
was the son of the late
Dellar Karnes and Bertie
Chandler Karnes.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gladys Cox
Karnes; one daughter,
Mrs. Jean Sledd, Gilbertsville: two sons, Francis
R. Karnes, Rt. 7, Benton,
and Paul M. Karnes,
Gilbertsville.
Three surviving sisters
are Mrs. Beulah Collins,
Almo, and Mrs. Rosie
Moss and Mrs. Lillie
Whitis, both of Murray.
Walter Karnes of
Kirksey and Eugene
Karnes of Murray are
surviving brothers.
Also surviving are nine
grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home. The
Rev. David Elliott will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Marihall County Memory
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

The funeral for Dewey
Lampkins, Sr., was Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Heyward Roberts,
grandson-in-law, and the
Rev. Mitch Lampkins
and the Rev. David Lampkins, grandsons, officiated.
Music was by the Choir
of Flint Baptist Church
where he was a member.
A duet was sung by Gina
and Lisa Hoke.
Active pallbearers
were Frank Overbey,
Kenny Overbey, Guy Billington, Owen Billington,
Coy Creason and Bill
Miller.
_
Grandsons and
grandsons-in-law served
as honorary pallbearers.
Burial was in Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Lampkins, Sr., 83,
Rt. 2, died Friday at the
Westview Nursing Home.
He was a retired
automobile dealer.
Born July 11, 1900, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late John
Stanley Lampkins and
Lillie Spann Lampkins.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruby E. Lampkins; two daughters,
Mrs. Cecil (Mildred)
Taylor, Almo, and Mrs.
Maxine Beale, Rt. 2; two
sons, Dewey Lampkins,
Jr., Murray, and Graves
Dale Lampkins, Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Clyde
Dodd, Wingo; 15 grandchildren; 21 greatgrandchildren.

• Notices
Because of the Labor
Day holiday, the hog
The first telephone book market and stock market
ever issued contained only
fifty names. It was published in New Haven, Con•
available.
necticut.

BEIRUT, Lebanon
( AP) — The Lebanese army's success in routing
gunmen from west Beirut
last week indicates it is
ready to face the Druse
militias fighting Christians in the central Chouf
Mountains, U.S. military
officials say.
Col. Timothy J.
Geraghty, commander of
the 1,200-man U.S.
Marine contingent of the
multinational peacekeeping force, says the
Lebanese forces are
"quite prepared" to
move into the mountains
now that the Israelis have
evacuated the area.
He described the army's battle in west Beirut
against the Shiite Moslem
Amal group, as well as
Druse and leftist militias,
as "one of the toughest
military operations that
any force can face, and
that's combat in urban or
built-up areas."
"That is a very tough
operation and considering all that and other factors, they were quite successful, I think," said
Geraghty, whose Marines
have been helping train
the 33,000-man Lebanese
army.
Military sources say
the Lebanese plan to use
the same units which
swept through west
Beirut on Tuesday and
Wednesday for the move
into the mountains. These
include units of the 4th,
5th, and 8th brigades
along with a helicopter
regiment.
All have been trained
by 111 U.S. Special
Forces and Army Ranger
advisers and are considered the elite of the
Lebanese armed forces.
The Druse fear the army because its officers
are Christians, who have
been their enemies for
centuries. Most lower
ranking soldiers are
Shiites.
About 10,000 Lebanese

troops will be facing an
estimated 2,500 hard-core
Druse fighters, plus
possibly several thousand
more irregulars from
villages scattered
through the 235-squaremile area vacated by the
Israeli army.
The Israelis pulled
southward to their new
frontline on the Awali
river on Sunday. It was
not immediately known
when the Lebanese army
would move into the
mountains in full force.
The Druse, a
breakaway Islamic sect,
are known to have a good
supply of heavy weapons,
including rockets, mortars and artillery, which
they have used over the
past nine months to
pound Christian east
Beirut and close Beirut
international airport.
Much of the Druse artillery is believed located
in areas occupied by
Syria, which has warned
it will not stand by and
watch the army of President Amin Gemayel impose a "military solu-

tion" in the mountains.
In the rugged hill country, Druse guerrillas
could mount hit-and-run
operations against the
Lebanese army from
behind Syrian lines.
In Beirut, the army
avoided tangling with
Shiite gunmen in staunchly Shiite
neighborhoods. Most of
the fighting raged in
areas of west Beirut
where the population is
for the most part Sunni
Moslem or Christian.
Even after the army's
sweep through west
Beirut, masked and hooded Shiite gunmen were
still controlling traffic into and out of some Shiite
neighborhoods —
sometimes within sight of
Lebanese army positions.
Although militiamen
fought several fierce
firefights with the army
last week, once it was
clear they were no match
for tanks, armored personnel carriers and
heavy weapons, they
simply took off their
masks, hid their weapons

and melted into the
general population.
The Druse, dug in in
their own home villages,
wotilld likely stand and
fight.
Still, U.S. officials
believe the army's performance in west Beirut
shows it can meet the
challenge in the mountains.
"The conventional
wisdom here was that the
army would break apart
along sectarian lines,"
said a U.S. officer involved in training the
Lebanese but who did not
want his name used.
"But it didn't," the officer continued. "The
Shiites in the ranks took
orders and moved
against Shiites on the
streets. It showed there's
a lot more cohesion down
there in the ranks than

anyone had thought."
was once more noted for
The "victory" against long weekend breaks and
the militias also has fashionably dressed ofboosted morale in the ficers than for its fighting
ranks of an army which skills.

Late-night talk show host Snyder
suspended for obscene gesture
NEW YORK AP ) —
Former late-night talk
show host Tom Snyder
has been suspended for a
week without pay from
his local TV newscasting
duties because he made
an obscene gesture while
on the air, the New York
Post says.
The Post says the
suspension, to begin Monday, will cost Snyder
$13,000.
Snyder, 47, a
newscaster on WABC-TV,
described himself as
"embarrassed" and
"ashamed" over making
a finger gesture to so-

meone off camera as he
fiddled with his earphone
during coverage Friday
of the shooting down of a
South Korean airliner,
according to the
newspaper.
Jack Bonanni, WABCTV's station manager,
said he could not say
whether the Post report
was accurate because he
had been away from the
station Friday.
The Post quoted Snyder
as saying, "I was not
aware I was on camera.
But that does not excuse
it in the slightest."

HOURS TO
SERVE YOU
Mon.-Fri. 7-6
Sat. 7-2

Building Supply
500 S. 4th 753-6450

Closed
Labor Day

Big September Sale!
Aug.31 - Sept. 10

taall
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From Lumber To Doors
Windows To Point

1978 Chevy M.C:
White, blue interior, rally wheels, p.s.
p.b., ac., 43xxx miles, radio.

VISA'

$4,877

Rickman Norsworthy Will Be
Slashing Prices On Building
Materials Throughout The Store.
Come In And See Us For Our
Spectacular Fall Sale!

DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVR
753-2617

641 S. Murray

(Across From Undo Jeff'sL

C-HEVR

Ar

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
GIGANTIC MOVING SALE
WE MOVE YOU SAVE
Check Our Yellow Tag Specials For Super Buys
Come See The Bargains Now Thru September 30th
12 FT.& 15 FT. WIDTHS

COMMERCIAL
SCOTCH GUARD TREATED
$369
Squore Toed In Stock

20% Off

15% Off

All Short Rolls
of 25 Ft.
or Less

All Vinyl
Cushion Floor
Short Rolls

Professional
Installation
Service And
Carpet Cleaning
Available

$1ALLOff Per.Sq. Yd.
in-stock

PLUSH ES

1ALLOff Per Sq. Yd.

$

in-stock
SHAGS

1

All Designer
Solarian Short
Rolls In Stock
414.gularly $17.99 Sq. Yd
Now $I 299 Sq. Yd.

Many Bargains On
Special Rolls

COUPON.
This Coupon good for

10% Off

0 OFF Per Sq

$1 •0

ALL in-stock
Vinyl from
our rolls

Yd

On Merchandise Ordered From
Our Sample Books of Carpeting
(Good Thru Friday, Septernbar 24)
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JOE• SMITH CARPET CENTER
8 a.mA p.m. Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

Murray

Smith 4th Street

Old Ice Plant Building

753-6660,
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